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- klger .8z. Times
Arafat takes oath
By KARIN LAUB
Associated Press Writer
- JERICHO, West Bank (AP) —
Yasser Arafat swore in the 'selfrule government today on his firstvisit to the West Bank in 27
yeall,,,and accused Israel of dis- nipping his welcome by blocking
Palestinians from entering
Jericho.
Flown in by.latlicopter, Arafat
basked in an emotional outpour--=•ing at one of -the most dramatic
events since_he crossed into Gaza
_on Friday. Turmoil around the
- stage forced him to Stop speaking
several times, including once
when -a woman got through security to hug the PLO leader,
Tainting as she - was taken away.
Ten people were treated for'
-exhaustion in the 100-degree
heat. -7-Taking the oath. of office -as
,
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WILSON/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry prepares to pond the Hardin Southera,MaUroad's excursion train on its inaugural
run.

ard n

(PLO leader)

rail

ernment violated the peace treaty
by allowing militant Jewish- settlers to block roads 414 keep
Palestinians PORI reaching
Jericho.
Settlers claimed they cut roads
at 19 points. There were delays,
but police reopened most roads,and Israel's government denied it
was responsible for the poor
turnout.
Around the desert oasis of
15,000 people, black smoke from
burning tire barricades billowed
above the roads that . settlers
attempted to block. An Israeli
military helicopter hovered over
Jericho all_ day 9a4er. esceoing
Arafat's Egyptian air force
-copter trom Gaza.
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--. "Thu must understand that
thirfand is alPalestinian land and
IN See Page 2 ..
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dence. He was to be sontenced
last Thursday, but the judge, for .
reasons he would not disclose, postponed that-to. July 26. Hubbard's wife, Carol Brown Hubbard, was sentenced for a related
misdemeanor to five Years' probation, $27,000 restitution and 100
hours of community service.

'LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)'
Former U.S.' Rep. Carroll Hub-bard, a convicted felon awaiting
-sentencing on corruption charges,
still has plenty of supporters will
ing to vouch for him. .
_ Dozens — including fcirmer
-President George Bosh
hav_e
-written_ letters to U.S.' District
Judge "'Louis Qberdorfer _asking
for lenieney for the Mayfield
Democrat who pleaded guilty to
three felodY- CK4ges...—
Last, month Hubbard's lawyers
gave Oberdorfer 142-festimonials.
About 16 more were mailed,
directly to the judge.- Hubbard pleaded guilty in
April to three charges stemming
from misuse of his campaign

1-

.

head of the autonomy government, Arafat swore to "do my
duty faithfully and honestly."-We've ministers on the governing council also were swore -in.
• Only-abut -10;000 Palestinians
showed up for the welcome, far
below the up to '250,000 people
Palestinian police had predicted.
Arafat charged that Israel's gov-- .

.,,Otters

_
as Hardin Southern Railroad Day.
_ By AMY „WILSON _
Staff Writer
Passengers can take a two-hour, 18-mile nostalgic rail trip from Hardin to Murray on the
Thanks to the efrfoits-of Karl and Burrieda Koenig the Hardin -Southern Railitiad has created - century-old rail line. . _
Thee _railroad cars holding up to 220 passenopportunities for tourism in Calloway- and Margers-per trip are equipped witlirectining seats and
'shalt counties.
• Murrayopen windo47s:.Tickets .are $8 for adults, $5 for
- "I think it is great," said Anne Adams,
children ages 4-15 and free for children under 4.
calloway,County tourism director. "The railroad
"I think This is somethipg that students from
is a great boost because it gives people more to
do. I think a 'lot of people are nostalgic about, -.Murray State University would be interested in,"
said giirray Mayor Bill Cherry. "We've proud of
-trains."
it in Murray."
__The.Hardin Southern Railroad made its inaugurfor
the
running
parallel to Hwy. 641
business
The
"train
tracks
opened
for
and
June
30
al run
•
began humming with activity in 1892 when the
July 4th - weekend.
secognition of the train's inaugural run, the
Marshall County Fiscal Court designated June 30 •Sce Page 2
•

They must P
understand that
this land is a Palestinian land and they
cannot. stop any
Palestinian movement here."
Yasser Arafat

CARROLL HUBBARD
funds and congressional staff and
attempts to cover up the evi-

.

- Among the letters supporting
1-tubbard is one from his high
school history - teacher in Ash-land. Marie Hamm wrote that her
former student "never forgets his
-friends" and that she is putting
his name on her Sunday school
"prayer list."
Some two dozen former or cur-
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Alberto
brings
flooding

Buckle-up law to begun
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
He's • tried everything. Public
service announcements on 'radio
and news articles in the paper.
"We've passed out literature.
We've passed out little trinkets."
Still, Madisonville police officer Jim Pendergraff can't come up
with a sure-fire way to get people
to wear their seat belts. "I don't
know what all the causes are —
-people just. being stubborn;_ they
don't'know any better."
Come July 15, ignorance will
not be an excuse. On that date,
Kentucky law will require everyone in a vehicle...to weara seat
belt.

After years of debate, the Gen- belts.
eral Assembly this year finally
But conviction could still bring
made Kentucky one of the last a $25 fine.
states in the nation to have a
"I think the first few weeks, _
mandatory seat- belt law.
we're going to be somewhat
Pendergraff's department and lenient," Pendergraff said. "We
police agencies around the state want people to buckle up. We
are getting ready for a publicity don't want to flood the courtcampaign to tell people of the house with citations."
- new law.
It may be trite, but it is also-,
Kentucky's-law makes failure
true — seat belts save lives.
to buckle up a "secondary
Accorditg to the 1992 survey of
offense."
-traffic acciderits-by the Slate
"Yoii can't be stopped for that
police, 114 people killed on the
alone," said Kentucky State
highways were using their seat
Police Trooper Monte Dixon. belt or some other safety
Only if the vehicle is stopped and
restraint, such as an air bag.
for another violation can a ticket
be issued for not wearing seat • See Page 2

KERA causing retirements
LOUISVILLE,.Ky. (AP) —
Officials say no one knows for
sure why more Kentucky's public
school teachers are retiring in
record numbers, but there is general agreement that school reform
is playing a role.
At Toliver Elementary School
in Danville, for instance, five of
the 25 teachers are retiring this
year, and unhappiness With the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
is one -reason.
"I'm of the old school, and
some of the reform things I was
having difficulty buying into,"
said Jean Harney, who taught language arts and social studies for
34 years. "I- just felt if you
changed the plot, you'd better
change the characters."

Though the teachers like some are retiring now. Ron Crouch,
aspects of KERA, they are director of the Kentucky State
unhappy that it forces schools to Data Center, said school systems „
mix children of different ages in hired many teachers in the 1950s,
the same classroom and that it '60s and '70s because of skyrdoesn't stress basic skills like: ocketing enrollment brought on
by the postwar_ .baby boom.
spelling and multiplication.....
As of May 30, 1,360 teachers Teachers hired then are reaching
were retiring this year, according retirement age now.
to the Kentucky Teachers' RetireNationwide, the median age of
ment System. Last year 1,287
teachers rose from 33 in 1976 to
retired — the third-largest num- 42 in 1991, according, to the
ber in a single y_ear since the _penNational Education Association.
sion system began in 1940. The
In Kentucky, a study rorthe Edustate has almost 38,000 teachers. cation Department shows that the
But retirement is also
number of teachers with 20 or
influenced by considerations that
more years of experience has
have nothing to do with school grown in the past decade.
MARK YOUNG/X*6;w & Times photo
reform.
Gary Brummett, who is retiring
DOWN
HOME
MUSIC
—tountry
music
legend Ricky Skaggs, a natio
Demographic changes might
Kentuckian, performed Sataay night at Roy Stewart Stadium as pert
help explain why more teachers 11 See Page 2
of Freedom Fist.
-

COLLEGE PARK,. Ga. (AT)
— The remnants of Tropical
Storm Alberto _dumped .up to a
foot or more of rain on -northern
and central Georgia, causing
widespread flash-flooding. Some
. 2Q(l_people_were evacuated and at
lest one person died in a
weather-related accident.
The National Weather Service
said from Monday to this morning, more than 12 inches of rain
had been recorded at the service's
Peachtree City office south of
Atlanta.
With the storm system stalled
over Georgia, forcasters issued
flash flood watches or warnings
for much of north and central
parts of the state, with up to 4
inches more of rain expected by
tonight.
In Clayton County just south
of Atlanta, 120 people were evacuated by boat from two mobile
home parks. One of them was
Kenny Marmon, who fled with
his wife and 3-year-old daughter.
"I hope I've got something to
go back to," Marmon said today
as he took shelter -at North Clay__ ton_High School in College Park.
An additional"754-ecipk -welt-evacuated by boat from a lakeside condominium development
in Peachtree City.
With winds of 60 mph, it dis- •
rupted coastal vacationers' holiday plans but caused little significant damage.
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_BRIEFLY..
•East Elementary. Site-Based Cow- eN wM meet*, regular session at 5 p.m.
Tuesday at the school.
IN The Purchase District 4-Hand FFA
Dairy Show MI begin at 10 am. Wednesday at Me isapounds. • .
• North Elementary's oho-Based
' Council ell mist In regular session at 5
p.m. Thursday at Is school.
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III Because of the July 4th holiday, customers of the City of Murray sanitation department that are scheduled for
a Monday pickup should set their refuse
out Tuesday. All other customers should
set their refuse out on their regularly
scheduled day, even though routes may
run a day late in some areas. This schedule will be in effect July 4-8. If you have
any questions, call 762-0330, ext. 120.

MI The, United States' hopes for the
World Cup soccer championship ended
Sunday with a 1-0 loss.1a Brazil in Stanford, Calif.
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Intensive search creditedjor girl's safe return

•Arafat...

4

FROM PAGE 1
Hansen said of Cochran. "I
now aware that this world is
LOpl, Calif. (AP) — Police
Lodi."
in
of
it
shrdgging
believe
a
just
was
search
unsafe, even
credited a fast, intensive
they cannot stop any Palestinian
Katie, who was-back with her
bx helicopters, hundreds, of vol- the shoulders and then giving
movement here," Arafat said in a
up.
family Monday, suffered a
unteers and out-of-town officers
hoarse voice after„days_of nonKatie was abducted- at - -knife
bruised lip and eye but appeared
for the safe return of a kidnapped
stop speeches and meetings. point from her home Saturday by
unharmed otherwise, San-Joaquin
12-year-old girt.
He questioned Israel's support
County Sheriff Baxter Dunn said.
Katie Romanck was fofiltd cochran, who bad come to the
for the peace treaty signed in
house earlier in the day posing as
Nearly 150 law officers from
Sunday night in a -cow .pasture
Washington last September, Sayabout 25 miles from Lodi, wear- - a prospective home buyer, police' as far away as Oakland searched
ing: 'The commitnrent"kx• peace
ing only a pair of socks. The girl said. He fled with Katie in her gullies, bushes and abandoned
must be frnm both sides, not only
Sponaorod by:
•
barns. Scores of volunteers
told police she'd been set free sister's car.
Shun
one side."
The kidnapping sent-a warning crisscrossed rural roads, search.:
about 20 minutes 'before.
The Israeli government said
. Arrested nearby was Steven - to residents of the small farming ing_for clues. They tracked down
the army kept the roads open:
Cochran, 25, a transient who:was • town about 60 Mlles east of San the girl after finding the car, Some settlers cried "Nazi" at
which had been abandoned.
booked for investigation of kid- Francisco.
Israeli security forces clearing
"The fact that she was able to
napping, burglary and sexual
- roadblocks. At least nine protesThe PoUy Klaas Foundation —
walk out ,of that .area is good
as,sault. Police would not comters were detained.
1031 Whilnell Dr.
for the 12-year-old Petalunamed
news,"
said
Maureen
Alldredge,
, "Array, KY.42071
sexual
alleged
the
on
ment
"In more than one instance,
ma girl kidnapped and slain last
one Of about 300 volunteers who
, assault.
Israeli soldiers and policemen
DEPARTMENT HEADS
year — circulated more than
"He was very much aware of helped with the search. "But this
physically intervened to enable
Walter L Apportion
Pubisher
20,000 flyers over a 100-mile
the intensity of the police has shown us that this stuff perPalestinians to complete their
Aka Rouse
General Mgr'.
search," _ Police Chief Larry meates our society. We are all 'radius. .
Journey in safety," government
Managing Editor Gins Hancock
Advertising Mgr. Mary Anil Orr
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodges
Classifieds /Or. Karen Covert
Pick 3
3-1-5
Pick 4
0-6-2-9
Cash 5
1-5-19-2425

•„P

$9

0Mr\v

Murray
Ledger & Times

spokesman Uri Dromi said in a •
statement. "Blaming Israel for
poor attendance for Arafat's
reception is out of place."
Repeated violent protests by
Jewish settlers since Arafat
arrived might have intimidated
some Palestinians from traveling
to Jericho.
Arafat's council was-sworn in
at a home for the handicapped
and elderly, built by the Israeli
military government with Palestinian tax money, that will serve as
government headquarters.
When Arafat arrived, thousands of Palestinians trampled
down a seven-foot-high chainlink fence encircling the landing
area and raced to get their firstglimpse' of the Palestine Liberaden Organization leader on the
final leg of his jourrity of return
.
from exile.

•Letters...

READER INFORMATION

Responding to what he. says holiest, warm and genuinely likFrancis and Hazel Rieber of
supporters.
FROM PAGE 1
lawyers,
the'
request
Hub---persdnal
a
from
was
lawmaker,"
said .they *ere aghast to
Cadiz
"I felt it imperative you' be
able
in
.i.vrote
rent congressman also
of
Jones
Whitlock,
T.
his
1
.1
executive
asking
bard,
Joseph
HubbardVas
.
'
that
learn
and
Bray
aware
of the fact Mr. Hubbard
John
aa_PPorl.
has used and abused the process '
Former House Speaker Jim director and treasurer of the Ken: Washington, said in a June 15 former colleagues forAharacter
.
references.
of campaign funding ever a perWright- of Texas, whose own lucky Broadcasters Association; court filing.
".ThiS is like a criminal asking
iod of many years,'Stugel-prote.
ethical problems-loreed- him from wrote,, "I have never known a . -But the U.S. Justice Depart1 month
$5.0Q 1 6 months $2850
Two northern
resioffice, called frabbard "diligent persbn- ,%.‘i.th higher ethical menrweuld not agree with most other inmates of prisons, jail etc.3 months $15.00 I 1 rear$5700
to speak in his behalf," they
dents who read about Hubbard's
Of the, letters. —
in his duties and dedicated in standards."
. ---1, Other letters came from former
"Defendant's criminal activity _ wrote:
case also urged against leniency-.••
• love of and service to our 'coun-BY MAIL
.„• 1-YR. $57.00
ICsnrucky Supreme Court Justice was widespread_ both- -in scope - Roy Stuart, former auditor for
-tly." Rep. Lee Ha-minim.D-Ind
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
"Mr. Hubbard'i"case is indeed
the state REgistry Of Election
responding to litibbard-i request Royce Clayton. of Paducah; and in duration. It involved an
Hircin,Mayfield;SedaliAas#FatinKo:
of
Tom
position
newsman
Butler
AallarolITV
Rubsaid, Joe Loughran of
hoWY
the
judge
the
told
Finance,
of
tragic,"
abase
extensive
referenc'es.from
hisaz...character
and
Buchanan
.1cm, Ky. and to Paris,
mem•
Richard
"But lvtr. HubbardRep.
state
1_979
a
Paducah;
of
-McLean.
unsuccessful
his
enjoyed'as
.
he
trust
bard,
destiother
in
maitto
public
By
Puryear. Tenn.
.7-ftiffiletolleagues, told Oherdornations, price is $64.50 per year.
the law_everY
County
.01
violate
Union
LewisBenton;
reported
governor,
to
eampaiN.for
chose
prosecutor
with all-.
,fer,-"I
ber of Congress,".
getting a lege part of his .funds
'Pubkshod Monday through Saturday
step of __ the---way to his fotony
-tut .at is, Judge-Executive James Veatch; 'Thomas Eicher wrote. last month
-the:case,
-of
the-iletails
every afternoon, except Sund.4s.
.in cash fro-m unidentified
convictions."
my sense that Carroll is -cot:limit; WeStern Kentucky University in a presentencing report.
July 4, Thanksgiving-Day,Christmas
and
Meredith;
Presiilont
Thomas
misstep,
to
life
single
turribil:hisaround."
ted
a
from
"Far
Day and thay Yeart Drii..
_ r. Roy Honeycutt, former presi- defendants' criminal conduct repRepublican Howard 1340,, the '
MISS -YOUR PAPER? former _Agnate majority laader•-. dent ...Of Southern,Baptist.
resented a pattern of improper
Call the circulatipn dept between
logleafSeminary.-staff,'
of
Chief
House
White
.on his part over many,
and
activity
5:30-6 p.m. "Monday-Friday or. _
•
FROM'PAGE 1.
on their salaries and years of sertold the judge that -the I4tibl2ardS " -Trying. ad - win Hubbard' the
yeas," Eicher told the judge.
3:30-4 p.m.Saturday at 753-1916.
his
sentence,
possible
inirLimunt,
"enjoy the esteem and respeclof
Noticeably 'absent from Hub- from Toliver after teaching math, vice. Hunt said that during the
lawyers' cacti the letters as---evi- bard's file of'suppon letters are science and -health for 30 y.eari, first few years of reform, which'
. Murray Lodger & Tarsi (USPS 306-700) Kentuckians ... _1 grieve at their
'-Murray (sort A Tarim el mentet aI the j
•tlenee-.. of his "sincere contrition any .from 'Current Kentucky mern- said he wanted to take care of his • began-in .1990, teachers had more ,
ihirik
-difficulties,
I
present
but
Assoc-Wed Prim. Kentucky Prase Aisocrabon '
.
and remorse."
and SouPmst ithraipapers PuMishrar Asroad
• they are tidth_ most .deserving ut
bers of Congress. But there were
mother, who has cancer. He is `of an incentive to stay on because
tiara The Asdrocialad Peas isoaduaivray andlad The correspondence describes at least four letters that were defi- also uncomfortable with . some
the law sharply boosted their pi:Ahe consideration of this court. in
to news onenarsd by Murray Ladpsr a Tama.
'-conscientious,,hard working, nitely not solicited by Hubbard. changes dotoaused by the reform
Salaries have- leveled off since 'the matter of tkii
then, he said: and, some teachers
act, such as the Danvilledistrices
don't sec the point of staying.
4ecision a few, years ago to ban
White-_-_Kentucki _teachers are
corporal ,punishment
rt)tiring in record numbers-, there
Still,-he said, KERA played a
role: "I think parts of it are good, IS n9 shortage of people eager to
"
but I don't think it's healthy ,fec. take the retirees' places:
All but one of the state's publsomeone who couldn't totally
buy' into something to be part of ic universities report more stuPRICES EFFECTIVE
dents getting bachelor's degrees
the- faculty.JULY 4 THRU 10. 1994
- Billy Hunt, . deputy executive - in *cation in recent years. That
has contributed to what some call
secretary of the Teachers' Retitea glut of would-be teachers.
ment System, said many retiring
Jefferson County, for example,
teachers say they don't want to
put up with the demands of has more than 2,200 applications
for the roughly 250 teaching slots
reform.
it expects to fill this- year.
pensions
based
are
Teachers'
AiD
To reach all departmenii ot -the
newspaper. phone 153-1016.
., _ ..
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CHARCOAL
LIGHTER FLUID

All passengers arc covered. If
FROM PAGE 1
you're it--a vehicle, you must
None of the 566 others were
have a seat belt on_ If there are
using a safety restraint.
four people crammed into the
The Kentucky Transportation
back seat, and there are only
Center at the University of Ken- three belts, that's one too many
- tucky estimated that 52 lives
passengers and a violation of the
would be saved each year if just law.
one-half of drivers wore seat
And it is the driver's responsibelts and another 353 seriousbility that all passengers wear a
_injuries_ _would___be_ avoided.
-seat -belt-
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of childhood trips.
"I rode a train as a college student," Adams said. "I think a lot
of people will want to ride the
train because they look forward
to sharing stories with their children. at is wonderful exposure for
visitors to see the farmland and it
is a very relaxing wire
At trackside, passengers may
sec forests, farmland and various
types of wildlife including deer,
rabbits and birds.
Both Lloyd and Oneida Boyd
of the Murray Tourism Commission said the train will mean a lot
to Murray tourism.
Before the train could operate,
repairs had to be made to many
of the railroad ties that had
decayed. Since the Koenigs had
no financial aid from state or federal sources to help them open
the rail service, they had to rely
on their own finances to refurbish
the track and open the Service.
"I think this offers lots of possibilities for Murray and Hardin,
especially with groups traveling
together," Cherry said. "This
brought me back to my childhood
when I took a train trip from Los
Angeles to Paris, Tenn."
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199
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"C" OR "D" - 2 PACK

FROM PAGE 1
Paducah-Tennessee-Alabama
Railroad began running trains.
For 60 years the passenger service was provided, but-was discontinued in 1951 although the
railroad remained active to serve
the agricultural needs of the
region.
The route through Hardin lost
its main line status in 1983 and
the track between Hardin and
Murray was sold and became a
short line railroad that same year.
Hardin Southern Railroad
acquired the line Oct. 1, 1993.
The passenger train will offer
trips on weekends through Oct.
30. The train, which travels at 10
mph., will make trips at 1 p.m.
and
geginning at the depot located
at Second Street and Railroad
Avenue off old Hwy. 641, the
train will stoP north of Murray at
Wiggins Furniture before turning
around and heading back to
Murray.'
"We go to the end of our line,"
Bernida Koenig said. "That's as
far as what we own."
For many people; climbing
aboard a train brings back images

NO EXTRA CHARGE!
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Play's the thing at Horse Cave

the early days of radio called
Can't afford a three-week vacof the Prairie:" and
"Voice
Then
an
atiorrin
setting?
exotic
Geneial Manager
Shakespeare's doomed prince of
try three days in south central
Denmark, "Hamlet." The theatKentucky, where you can travel
Where there is no vision, the people perish.',
re's full seasciri -actually extends
through time and around the
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
to December, with performances
world for about $30 at -Horse'
of Charles Dickens' beloved
Cave Theatre. In just one"Christmas -Carol" stating the
weekend, audiences can see three
.clger & Ttryies cpliunniv. _
Le
day after Thanksgiving and
plays that represent the best of
ending,.Dec. 18.
our theatrical heritage in a rotatWeelend visitors to Horse
ing repertory that blends classics JSAFNiles, who — according to audiences roaring with laughter
the play -- was notjaboxie some from beginning to end, with a
Cave Theatre can buy. a 2-or
with comedy and -drama.
a-day-package that includes the.... Currently at Horse Cave Theat- artful "editing" to improve a lyric final flourish that includes a Keystone Kop-like coda 'that' recaps
count- ticket prices for .plays,' as re, audiences can enjoy a world he- thought was weak.
Less than authentic herself, the play's action as a.hilarious,
well as reduced admission to
premiere by a Kentucky writer, a
Other local- attractiOns. boated'
face-paced farce, and a classic Doris Ulmann 'arranged her sub- • fast-forward Pantomime.
The mood changes on Sunday
halfway between Louisville . and
drama with a timely message. On' _leas in poses, and urged tfiem to
wear costumes and accessories to
with "Inherit the Wind," a rivetNashville on 1-65, the theatu is
a recent weekend, the Saturday
within miles of Mammoth rave,
matinee opened with "Piggyback" cfeate hattrrting portraits of Appa- ing dramatization of the famous
Kentucky DOwn Under,-ninto4n •
- by Sallie Bingham. The play tells fachia. An exhibition .of Scopes "Monkey Trial," pitting a
Ulmann's photographs, on loan brilliant,- iconoclastic lawyer
Mountain, and •Mammoth Onyx
the story of aait unlikely pair —
from.
Berea College, is currently against an eloquent ihrt selfCave. The recently renovated
Kentucky's
Jacob-NilestJohn
...Sly DIANE DUSTON
theatre features a Concessicinigift
' well-beloved singer, dulcimer on slisplay in the lobby gallery of righteous former statesman and
Associated Prdes Writer
politician. Thought the actual
area and a climate Controlled, totof
the
Horse
Some
Cave
Theatre.
hundreds
and
dollector.of
player
congressional
to
it
bearcomes
When
—
`. WASHINGTON (AP)
events took place nearly 70 years ally accessible auditorium.
of cherished folk tunes; and Doris images- serve as a backdrop for
ings, there's one sure-fire way to get the nevls media's -attention:
Horse Cave is southern Ken.-'
ago, the play addresses contemthe play,- which alternate-s
demandand
sheltered
a
Ulniann;
_ Book a celebrity.
porary, issues as it depicts the tucky's only professional thratit,
between a New York City setting
ing New York socialite and
..• -Hearings themselves are minidramas. There catt be 30 to 50 on
oiality per-, .
and itsjcputationioiof
struggle between
roads
never-ending
and
the
pack
winding.
Niles
who
-engaged
jhoIographer
any given day. The best ones educate lawmakers and the publicindiaudiences
suppress
to
attracts
seek
who
formances,_
those
and
West
Virginia.
Kentucky
reMote
the
as a guide through
•
about important issues.
who -'front near and far__At arounit..$30
those
and
freedom
vidual
night
at
,On
Saturday
7
Horse
Of
Appalachia
and
hollow.%
hills
But there isn't much appeal in the droning of academics at a
tcY••see three plays in one
fight to protect it.
Cave Theatre, the .action moves
in the earl); 1930S.
hearing fashioned for policy wonks, no matter how worthy the
"Piggybia," "Lerfd Me 1 v'weekend, HorSe •Caxe
Ulmatin sought to cap- 40 Cleveland, where an amorous
While
_tattle:
Tenor," 'and "Inherit die Wind" - ;unbeatable' bargain . IPorl-those.
turn stark.images Of the *Tie on opera-singer Misses his own per-Pearl Jam, Steven_Spietherrer4nts-SL-however.of
share the bill at Horse Cave until seeking an affordable weekentof
star
but
still
the
is
formance
doetrwas'tia
film,
Niks:nrission
and the press tables fill up.
, top-notch theatre.
4ugust. Later on this.summerand
"Lend
show
in
aMe
Tenor."
the
•
ancestors
their
songs
ment
the
It worked like a charm last week. The lawmakers and the celebrithree
begins,
-For additional inforination
year
school
the
once
a
the
pi
With
all
classic
more
elements
to
this
Weary
brought
had
tics got publicity and the issues gained attention in a week When
in
call Horse Cave
presented
will
be
reservations
other,plays.
mistaken
farce
.identity,.jealearlier.
a
years.
hundred
than
O.J. Simpson was: still dominating the evening news.
f71. W-rite..
hilarious
the
1-800-342-2
at
Theatre
renertory
rotating
hero
wife,
Ons
reluctant
is
the
, Each case illustrated how Congress uses celebrities and how - _Such-haunting tunes as "Black
American comedy "Arsenic ipsi to'HCT•it .P.O. Bo* 215 Horse
play is a series of slamming
Love's
My
True
Color
of
the
....celebrities__Ive Congress.
Hair's were collated' by John doors and close calls.- it keeps - •biel Lacer "a_comiclirama about Cave, KY 42749.:
First came Selleck, TV hunk, film star and national spokesman
for Character Counts Coalition.
- 11).
His group wants communities, schools and youth organizations
v. -•:•7024..
• A.'
V•:,,b,;•:•*••
,
'
N,
•
respect,
,
trustworthiness
character:
of
elements
six
to promote
.?
•A
_ 4 v,•
•
responsibility, justice, caring and citizenshiPt"•._
O.
When Selleck heard that Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, was trying,to
•
- ---te, t /
get a resolution to the House floor to encourage the effort, he
• •'•
•-•
; •.4 •
.
offered to háIp,'
„ iettritii•er•
•
r. -7014
!'i
j
'!"•-!v
In this case; the congressman -didn't rnk' d Selleck for- media
1
ii tj.!
-711N•e;
•11.1,
attention so much as to ittract-his colleagues to the cause. Selleck,
if
f•1
•
I
li
natural
Hall's
arenot
1
li;
I
who
i:
some
around
i,.;•1
i
i
bring
helped
...
;
1
,
a Republican,
iotii.i,i ii,itil 1
l
allies. Only 47 congressmen had signed on to the-resolution before
1
the actor showed up. When he left, 110 were On board. ,
11i
In this celebrity-lawmaker match-up, SelleCk was lobbying a
the
around
stayed
cause in which he was directly involved. He
'l
whole day, glad-handing congressmen and bringing Hall closer to
i ..,
.
I:PO
•
1 1
• li i
the 118 signatures, he needs to go to the full House.
1' ' '
'
service
Spielberg, however, provided the more classic celebrity
t •
to Congress.
,
Constitution
the
on
subcommittee
Clearly, the Senate Judiciary
brought in the director of -Schindler's List" strictly to increase
‘114
media coverage of the 1990',Hate Crime Statistics Act.
;• •
3•••
t. e
'• , •
Spielberg, who testified first, freely admitted he was no expert
• •4,
1,
.
lv, `• ;
on the subject.
And when the Academy Award-winning director finished speakt. •
ing and left, so did most of the media 'and spectators.
s 7.5k.)
The real experts, including an FBI official, a big-city-mayor-and
audience.
smaller
,much
a
to
,
played
activists,
community
0
The big celebrity event for the week was the rock band Pearl
Jam.
But guitarist Stone Gossard and bass player Jeff Ament
•N.
-there just to provide publicity for the House Government Opera11k.
1,
I ••,‘,411‘
tions subcommittee on justice.
The band has an, antitrust complaint against Ticketmaster Corp.,
over allegedly anti-competitive practices in the setting of service
charges on tickets.
'icWas.a hearing ihat gave stbcommirtee-Chairman Gary Cons-_
dit, D-Calif., a chance to relate to the woe of millions of. concert ,
ticket buyers across the country fed up with the high charges
tacked on to admission prices.
And it gave Pearl Jam's complaint the most attention it has had
since it was filed with the Justice Department in May.
But the amount of money turned
Unlike Spielberg, Gossard and Ament stuck around for the entire
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
to the state went from $100
chief
over
Ticketmaster
to
listen
to
audience
the
in
seats
taking
hearing,
About a year ago, the thento 5114 million.
million
executive officer Fred Rosen and others.
president of the Kentucky Lottery
might have a.diffiPotter
Even
•
however.
work,
always
don't
Celebrity attractions
Corp. was trying to explain to
time explaiuing that, One.
cult
Oneex-congressional staffer described a campaign event that
leery-legislators what great news
Current President Arch Gleaflopped when the wrong celebrity showed up to play to a blueit was that 'annual-Sales were up
has 1 variety of reasons for
son
collar crowd hungry for hard-core rock and roll.
again.
turnaround.
the
"I thought they were going to get Bob Seger and they sent me
Never. Mind that the state
Pete Seeger instead," said the aide. "You're in Pittsburgh. It's two
An AssoCiated Press News Analisis
For one, the lottery 44'14 pumpwasn't going to get any more
a
Had
days before the election. It's gritty and he wants to sing 'If I
ing up Lotto Kentucky,. jackpots
money. Sales, insisted Brian PotHammer.' I couldn't get him off the stage."
tottery management's honuses each week in the false hope that
ter, were the 'key. Legislators, tions about their lavish spending,
were based in part on the ,amount sales would increase. Eighty
slipshod management and quesPotter continued, just didn't see
money returned to the state. cents of each sales dollar used to
of
practices.
financial
lottery
tionable
of
picture
big
the
and Co. also had not go into prizes. It's now 60 cents.
Potter
to
boasted
Ironically, Potter
management.
account for about $10 Sales have not falleri.too much as
to
bothered
lotthe
that
year
of
last
members
with
'legislators
Potter jousted
of prize liabilities
worth
million
a result, but the amount that Call
tery had never stooped to practhe Appropriations and _Revenue
day
each
money
costing
were
Brerethat
Gov.
of
ones
the
be returned to the state has risen.
tices like
Committee, trying to explain his
that passed.
Expenses also were cut by a
ton Jones and previous admiversion of the numbers. True,
tax
let
,also
income
had
hold
Co.
few -million. And the holes ere
Potter and
nistrations to
Potter said, sales for the 1993 fis-the
keep
sate
balance
the
to
ordtr•
around
patched.
in
retailers
refunds
about
be
to
were-going
year
tat
Dear Editor:
of the
dollars
of
Millions
of
tens
mil$427
from
budget.
up
million,
$486
Gleason 'agrees with hi preVocationState
Kentucky
On behalf of the faculty and staff of West
lion the previous year. True, that
decessor on one point.
"We've never held money to lottery's money for weeks on
al Technical School, I would like to express our sincere appreciation
Even with the increases, the
would be an increase of almost
pay for one year i,o the next," end.
for the successful support of the Dr. D.H. Anderson project.
sacking, those holes
the,
lottery
After
the
True,'
still returned only about
14
percent.
lottery
Potter.
campus
sniffed
Tech
Kentucky
West
the
of
building
main
the
18
On June
patched.
be
milto
had
$100
back
of total sales back to
percent
turning
would
be
23.4
addiTrue. Potter and Co. only went
was officially named the D.H. Anderson Technical Building. In
year.
the
Lottery
for
the year that ended
for
happened?
state
the
state
'lion
to
what
the
So
who
education
to
in
million
pioneer
this
4
510
honor
borrowed
to
out and
tion, a monument was unveiled
per.
that
that does coriyear
zero
a
Granted,
be
fiscal
would
30.
that
the
True,
June
make a final payment to the state , sales for
in 1904 founded what is now West Kentucky State Vocational Technireturn in
percent
the
virtually
20.6
with
increase.
Were
cent
30
pare
June
ended
mil'
$100
•
to get dividends up to
cal School.
But Potter insisted this all. lion last year. Coincidentally,--the same. as Potter's last full year.
Potter's last year and'reverses a
• All of this would not have been possible without the support of so
showed what a great job the lotsteady decline.
many individuals, businesses and organiiations who believed in the
was
lottery
The
doing.
was
tery
Remainendeavor.
worthy
this
fund
to
raised
But Gleason saiethe percenwas
$10,000
idea. Over
tage return is a misleading figure.
ing funds are being used to establish a scholarship in honor of Dr. returning all the money it could,
he said.
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
Gleason argues `that • returning a
Anderson.
"We feel that by giving more
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
specific percentage could depress
The monument project has also brought national attention in the
back in prizes ... it ends up with
print letters orili variety of topics, provided they comply with the folthe actual amount of money
Form of an article and photograph in the WiThington, D.C.-based
more money dropping back down
returned.
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
Chronicle of _Higher Education.
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
We are extremely proud of West Kentucky Tech's rich heritage and to the bottom line," Potter said.
The lottery is scheduled to turn
He just never said how long of
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
history. The story of Dr. D.H. Anderson and his vision for Western
$116 'million to the state,
back
be more than 500 -wads. Letters Should be typewritten and doubleKenuicky continues to brighten the lives of students each day. If you - a drop it was.
year.
this
It turned out that Potter had to
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
,
have not seen this tribute to a great educator, please take the time to
fall before the dividends rose.
and to limit frequent writers.
visit our campus and see this impressive monument.
Mark R. .Chellgren is the
Within weeks, Potter and virtuLee E. Hicklin, Director
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. MutTay Ledger
Frankfort correspondent for
ally his entire senior management
West Kentucky State Vocational Technical School
& times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 4'071. •
The Associated Press.
5200 BlandvWc Road. 'Paducah 42002 got sacked in the -wake of revels-
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East Calloway Elementary School
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, July 6
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Two/9'3O
a.m. And Story Houri10.30 a.m.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayar meeting/6
p.m./Dixieland Shopping Cikrtter.
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m. •
Oak Grove Baptist Churcp prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:30 p.m...„,
Eaitwood,L,Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside BapLitt Church events
include business rneeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events •
rsincludeprayer meeting/7 p.m. Sanctuary aioiriff p.m.
'
First United Methodist Church
events include dovenant ,Prayerite
a.m.; Turner Covenant Prayer/6 pm.
St. John Episcopal Church events'
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m. •
-Bible classes/7 p.:m./Glandale.Fload
Church of • Christ.. 77r •-'"--"' University Church of-Laicist...events
include Bible classes/7 'ore'.
First Presbyterian Church events
inclUde Choir •Practice/6:30 p.m.
•- Grace Baptist Church -eveiTts inClude
business meetirvgir p.m.
First Baptist Church eventr-inchide
Day Camp (ages 7-10)/9:30' aftt;
Ladies' Bible Study/MU-M.; Library
open/6:15 p:m.;:thif87en s Suger.,

Singles Organizational Socie4/7
p m./Chamber Of Comerce. Info;
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414
Frio blood pressure checks/noon-2
p m./1.44tray,,,,Seyeath-day Adventist
Church..:•-•
Murray Optimist Cisub/6•30
p.m /Homeplace Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
kflirray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
,First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Alcoholics- Anonymous/open
MARY GERT•AN photos
meeting/8 p.m./American Ljtgion Hall,
Resource Center
Donna
Herndon,
right
in
top
picture,
director
of
Family
South Sixth and Maple -Streets,
of Calloway County Schools, was speaker at a recitarmeetIng of Home
Murray.
.
,•
Hardin T9PS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Department of Murray Woman's Club. Pictured it left In top picture is
'Library.
Gladys Jarrett, retiring chairman of the Alepartment. The department
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
Made contributionsio High School Graduation Projects; three garbage
dining room of Murray-Calloway Cooncans
for Murray-Calloway County Park; and to a band. Mary Gertzen
Hospital.
ty
gave the devotion from Matthew 5:1--12: Hostesses were, battom photo,
Bereavement Support Group/4:30;
p.m./clucation Unit of Murrayfrom left, Delano Waldrop, Vanda Gibson and Marie Hicks.
Calloway County Hospital.
- Memorial Baptist Church events
include First • Place Class/7 p.m,
First United Methodist thurch events
'
- include First •Place .Class/7
St, Leo Catholic Church events
Weigh to Win/620 p.m.
FirAt.r.hristian Church events include
LReunion Group/Er a.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
'ifiClude evening Prayer/5:45.-pm . •
" First Baptist Church events - include
Summer Studies, Youlti . Bible
`4.---,P4rents' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.:
Kathleen Jtines 0- 1'0p/bag,:picnic at- Study/6:30 p7m.- Prayer ineeting/6:45
.4, City-Park/6
p.m.; Missions '
Committee/7:30 p.m.;
VVrather •West , Kentucky Museurhi„. Youth Council/7:38 p.m.no Sanctuary
open 1:30-420 p.m.
-Choir1-7:45 p.m.
.
*• National Scouting Museum opertf9 • St. ,Lao Catholic Churc-h events
- - --a.m.4:313-.-km.-:--fnio/762-3383v,
.
c ude`y-ettowstri-p-t-era Its /
Wednesday, July 6
. :a.m./Gleason Hall; youth ,meeting/7
Ladies Day Golf and; Bri„Oget.,P
p.m.
am/Oaks Country Club.
Wrather West Kentucky Museumi
Ladies OW Golf/9 arm/Murray Counopen 8:30 a.m.10:12-.30
and -1:30try Club.
to 4:30 p.m.
Senior Golf Group/8 a.m:/Milter
National Boy' Seatit Museum/open 9
'
Memorial Golf Course,
a.m.-4:30 .p.m. Into/762-3383.
-- Witakt Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.Aor' Land Bet-Witin . the Likes event's
.
senior citizen& activities.
--• inolude Deer Up close/10 a.m., HumHazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for. mjers Galor8/1 ,p.m., Red wolves?---.
senior citizens' activities..
" Coyotes/3 'p.m/Nature Center:"Riving
Beard of Galloway' CountyPublic
Boards/11 - a.m., Butler Making/2
Library/4:30 p.m.
p.m./Homeplace-1-850; Planetariu-m
Barbara Fielder, an intcrnationHave you ever looked at a
New Life Christian Center study/7, Show/11 a.m., 1,1 and 3 p.m./Golden
rOund object and thought it was a .ally know speaker, Will give outp.m./1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.
Pond 'VisitorCenter.

...

ALL SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

^
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Lack Witte6 fiappettittg

sPoNT"
GRILL
- VIE W EXPAHDED W.EMI 114CLUDI KGT-Bone and Porterhouse Steaks
✓ "Original" Kentucky Hot lirtmn

✓ Fried Ka.,ioli V :Mini Tacos
✓ Straghetti
V Gridiron 'raters
and of cotirse, all of St3ort's original favorites.

DAILY SIIIIMER SPECIALS

A

Tut asim C‘11 nay
Our Homemade Spaghetti IS ith Hearty NIC:11
SaUlT tier etl w it h French Bread
Fain x•N (10:30 to 4:301
'affish Filet Sandviich %%Rh Steak Fries And
!lush Puppies

m

11:311 t

4:3111

I ml DogN

baseball, while your friend
thought it was an apple? The perceptions each carr)"
,' make cornmunications with others . often
difficult. •
Exxcell •'94, a showcase for
women, is designed overcome_
to help
women deal with and
communication problems, so that
their friends and colleagues will
perceive them in a postive
mariner.
• =•-"
The women who attend Exxcell
'94 at Curris Center, Murray
State University, on Saturday,
Sept. 10, will learn about their
pus nalitics. and image.
Fo.l instance, each attendee will
be able to determine whether they
are an introvert oil extrovert and
how that affects their communication and fashion personality.
The event will be at Elks Auditorium, Benton. on Saturday,
Sept.

standing proven tectiniques , on
how to communicate'effectively
with people who are like you and
those who are not.
. Judy Overbcy, a Certified
Image Consultant, will give tips
and advise for su.cCess..in working
with wardrobes, makeup applicaLion and - proper use of
accessories.
The net proceeds will go to
-.benefit Murray W.A.T.C. Program; Murray-Calloway County
Need Line, Marshall . County
Exceptional Center, and Humane
Society of ,-Marshall County.
Tickets may be purchased at
W.A.T.C.H. Center, Radio Station WSJP/WBLN, Need Line
-office, Murray-Calloway County
Chamber'Of'COmmerce, ad Marshall. County Humane Socigty in
Benton. Tickets are $28, per per
until -Sept. li and .then - S38 until
-the- -eveut.---

Fuller named for honor

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
North Council meeting Thursday
North 'Calloway Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet'Thursday, July 7, at 5 p.m. at the school. Items on
the agenda -include Back to School Night, joint council meeting, and
personnel, All interested persons are invited to attend.

Jackson

Purchase Doll Club will meet

-

Jackson Purchase Dell Club will meet -Wednesday, July 6, at 11:30
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Jennifer Bowles will present a program on
"Cabbage Patch Dolls." Air- members and, interested persons are •
invited to attend.

Youth meeting _in Murray Thursday
The second county wide fellowship for youth
• will be Thursday, July
7, from 6 to 9 p.ml at the University Church of Christ Student Center.1
,
Several area youth groups have been invited, to be a part of these -• ,
events. This past Thursday night, five area churches and around 70
people participated. High schOol young people are encouriged to
•
attend.

Bible Study meeting on Wednesday
The Bible Study and Sharing Group of South Pleasant Grove.United
Methodist Church will meet 'Wednesday, July 6, at 7 p.m. at the
churc.b. All interested persons are invited.

Health Express lists stops

4_ -sI.
.Healet. Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make- _ _
ji,lettn today, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, July 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Offered will-;be blood pressure, pulse, and, two hour, blood sugar ,
,screenings. Also available will be a Stool for'
Occult Blood Screening
Xit at-cost of $4. Todlly's stops Were at Symsonia from 9 to 11:30
1
a.m. and at Hardin Public Library from -I, to 3 p.m. The express will.. -..
f'
...'
be at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and..12:30 tol.
p.m. on Wednesday. Thursday the express will be at tees Bank of
_ I-r Hazel from 8:10 to 11:30 a.m. and at Wisehart Grocery aktliaway
'1
from 1 to 3 p.m. The express will be ast Lakeland Wesley Village,
Benton, on Friday from 9 to 11:30 a:m.
' Ti
•

_Story, Hours

are

scheduled'

Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library on
today and Wednesday, July'S and 6,-according to Sandy Linn, youlh
-services director for the library. The theme for this week is "At the
Seashore." Parents and Twos are at-9:30 a.m. and Story. Hours at10:30 a.m. on both days. For more -information call the library at
753-2288...

Golf Tournanient

date changed

The Men's Invitational Golf Tournament arOaks Country Club will
be held July 16 and 17 initead of July 23 and 24. Persons may pick up
• entry forms for this limited field tournament at the Oaks Pro Shop.
For information' call 753-6454.

Bidding a Lot with a Little
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH *K
54 2 .
5
•
*—
if.8 76 532
WEST
EAST
*7
46J
V AK Q64
J TO 98
•Q 9
-e'K.}102
'41 A1C-Q.
'4 J TO 94 SOUTH

A Q 1063
V 7 32
* A 86 4 3
, CAMPBELLSVILLE —
semester on a course load of at
—
Campbellsville College Vice Pre- least 12 hours.
The
bidding:
The college, foujnded in 1906,
*sdient for Academic Affairs and
South West
is a comprehensiye coeducational North East
Dean Dr. Robert S. Clark has
Pass
Pass
1 46
Dble
announced the academic honors' institution which emphasizes lib- 5•
Pass
Pass
-Dble
list for the spring 1994 semester. _ era! arts and sciences, business, Opening lead — king of clubs,
Ginger R. Thomas Fuller is
teacher education and professionamong those named to the list. al studies. It is affiliated with the
Thisdealoccurred during the 1981
She, is a senior.
Kentucky Baptist Convention and national team-of-four championship
The lists recognizes students
has an enrollment of 1,163, -played in'San Francisco. The distriwho achieve a grade point averaccording to Dr. Kenneth W. bution of the four hands was cerage of 3.50 or above for the
Winters, president.
tainly unusual;there were two voids
and three singletons scattered
around the table. And,as you might
expect,the bidding reflected the peculiar nature of the hand.
At the first table, South opened
the bidding,after two passes,with a
perfectly normal one spade bid. West

ot
Summer Sate
Starts Wednesday, July 6th
Open 8 am. - 6 p.m.

doubled for takeout, whereupon
Northjumped directly tofive spades!
This wasclearly not intended as
an effort to get to a slam; on the

contrary, North was simply doing
everything he could to melte difficult for East to enter the bidding.
From North's viewpoint, it seemed
likely that East-West could make
either *game or a slam in hearts or
'
and beWillitrying itiake
life
possible for the "
_ enemy.
East and South passed five
spades,and West,unhappy with the
situation thathad developed,doubled
again. Everyone passed, and when
the smoke cleared, South had made
five spades Aoubled with two
overtricks!
He ruffed theclub lead and cashed
the ace of spades and ace of diamonds, discarding a heart from
dummy. He then alternately
crossruffed diamonds and clubs until dummy's last two dubs became
established, and finished-with 13
tricks for a score of 1,250 points. All
this was accomplished with a total of
only 13 high-card points in the corn-bitted North-South hands!
Remarkably,at the secondtable,
the bidding, the play 'and the outcome were exactly the same,and the
deal proved to be a washout!
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9 GREAT REASONS...

Exercise before
ea

Making
Items on
ing, and

et

at 11:30
gram on
ions are

POISON PREVENTION
REMINDER FOR:
E. COLI BACTERIA
MEAT
PREPARA11ON.€
• Wish your hands in hot, soapy
water before preparing foods. and _
•ofter handling raw meat.

July
lay,
'
Center.
‘
of these
ound 70
iged to

• Don't let raw meat or poultry
Juices touch ready-to-eat foods
(vegetables, fruit, cooked meats...
etc.)
•
.

1. Ws easy to sched-tile and remember.
Choose a meal each day
and schedule your exercise
before that meat

a•-11nited
at the

• Don't put cooked foods on tkesame 'plate that held raw meat cir
poultry.

2. It --keeps you honest. You'll have to eat
.sometime, so if youAlksci,pline yourself to exercise
before eating, your fitness
'
resolution•is guaranteed.
— • 3. It helps digestion.
Exercise on an empty
stomach and you won't
have stomach upsets.-

II make7, and 8.
id sugar
creening
tO 11:30
Tess wilL

Bank of
tliaway
-

brary on
a, youlh
"At the
lours at
brary at

•

4.Ithelps yQUr
workout. uscles get the
full benefit of circulating
blood. Mien you exercise
on an empty stomach, the
blood is not needed for
digestion.
.5. IA, helps your heart.
When you exercise after
eating, both your stomach
and your iniiscles need
blood, and this can mean
less blood for the heart. If
you have hrart problems,
this could be dangerous.

:tub will
, pick up
To Shop.
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Alzhekner'sDisease Infonnatfon
Education Meeting
Tuesday, July 12
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday, July 2.0
4:30p.m.
HospitalBeard Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
Shared Care, Aduk DayCare will sit wth Alzheimer
is whilewegvers_atterid_tis rneetins._
CV Susan PlunkerLPN at(502) 752' :6576.
CancerSuppostatoup
Education Meeting
Tuesday,July5
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday, July 19
HospitalPrivateDining Room
'3 p.m
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director
and Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist
(502) 762-1100 ask operator to page.
CasdlacSuppostatoup
NO JULY MEETING
Tuesday,Aug.9
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shiley Lamb Lynch,(502)762-1170.
SboiteSitppottGrOup
Friday, Jiffy 15 •
2:00p.m.
HospitalPrivateDining Morn
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie tlopkins,
speech pathologist, (502) 762-1100
LayngociemeeSuppostGroup
Friday, July8
2:00p.m.
HoepltalPrivateDining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist, (502) 762-1100
Pastikeeon'sSupportGroup
Friday,'July22
200p.m.
HospiterivateDinlogRoom
Cal Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist or
Mn Ingle, R.N., at(502)762-1100 _
CompseefoludelWarnee---, Thursday, July22
7:30p.m.
Room
Mike Rumble, Pastoral Care
Cori
(502) -1274 or Mikis Bennett(901) 498-8324
Bereariernaltilsgretamp
iblueelleeMsellng
,Xstina
Tuiediy
ol,
c
IIMPPOlt

Tuesday, Jay 49
4:39420p.m.
dluselleelanit,Claseroom2,3a1Reer
Coded New Roes, Helene Direolor,,
.
ISCQ) 792-13119

6. It allows you
maintain a healthftil
_weight Getting moderate,- brisk 4i/eft-fie before a
meal will take the edge off
your appetite.
-

7. It lielpS burn fat.

helps Yott feel
better. Ntokrate„.: brisk '
- exercise increases at-eftness and decreases fatigue..
You will feel good and
approach your meal in a
better-mood ---,which can
last therffsi of the day.

9.It helps-food taste
-better.When you exercise
before eating, you'll feel
fresh and relaxed when.you eat.'And because your
exercise session will still be,
on your mind,it's not likely
- -that you'lLovereat.

Exercising when-your:
blood sugar is lowest
(before eating) mobilizes
freefatty acids,-which
helps bilrit fat.

• Wash counters, cutting boards-,
and.other surTaces that raw meats
have touched
-hot.'soapy water.'

COOKING
• Defrost frozen ground meats in
the refrigerator -- never at room
temperatoure. If you use microwave.:
defrosting. cook Immediately.
• Store and defrost raw meats so
thatjuices do not drip on surfaces
mar could contaminate other foods*!'

COMPARE

OVER THE GRILL

_
Better Later
Than Never -

FAT
,..1,001UNI
CALORIES (GRAM)
(1t0)

;At

• Hot dogs(tkvb beef; 1.6 oz.
'
each)
-27025
900
• Hamburger patty.(3 oz.)*
250
17
70
' • Sirloin steak(3 oz.).*
190
8
60
• Chicken breast(3 oz.,
\ _ skinless)
, '120
i2
60
• • Vegetarian "hamburger's"
and "hot dogs"
(Check package labels.)
*A 3-ounce piece of meat Is about the size of the
palm of your hand, or the size of a deck of cards.

I

f you can't schedule
exercise before
meals, you should
wait two hours after a
meal before getting
vigorous exercise.
• A low-fat snack before
exercising will .provide
relief if you are
hypoglycemic, but stay
away from fatty foods
which sit in the stomach
longer and can interferf
with exercise (and

• cook all ground beef thoroughly.
There should be no pink in the
center, and juices should run
clear.A

MATERNITY CARE

REPRINTED FROM HOPE NEWS 1.1ETTER:199-r.
.
_

MURRAY,
CAILOWAY
HOSPITAL
.803 Poplar Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100

•

•-••••

4111r.••••••••••••••

...-...••••••••••••••••••

Miracle Moments spleased to Offer theperinatal clows
listed below. Pre-registration is requiredfor all classes and
-fees may be paid at thefirst doss:
These classes are part ofa gift packageroakred atover
$200 which is given to Miracle MomentsPrepaymentPlan
participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package and
become aprepayment participant,stop by the hospital
admitting officefor complete details about the program.
If you are not a Miracle MomentsPrepayment
participant, you are still welcome to arrond the clases
at thefees listed.
Forclassinformation and pre-registration,
call the PerinatalEducation Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.

Monday, July 18
• Paris
Wal-Mart
10:30-11:30 & 12:30-3 p.m.
Wednesday,July 20
• Murray
Post Office
8:30-11:30 & 12:30-3 p.m
Thursday,July 21
• Water Valley
Pre-registerfor:
M & W ceramics
•PreparedChildbirthClass
9-11:30 a.m.
Option 1: Mon., Aug. 1, 8. 15, 22.29(7-9 p.m.)
• Pilot Oak
Option 2: Wed.. Aug. 3, 10. 17:24, 31(7-9 pm)
Pilot Oak Grocery
Option 3: Thurs., Aug. 4, 11, 18,25 Sept 1 (7-9 pm
1-3 p.m.
HospitalEducation Unit
Friday, July 22
•Sibling Class:Saturday,Aug.20, 10-11 a.m.
• Murray •Refresher I: Mon., Aug.8& 15, 7-9 pm
Olympic Plaza
•Refresher II. Wed.. Aug. 10&117-9 pm
8:30-11:30a.m.
•Refresher III: Thurs., Aug. 11 & 18, 7-9 pmn
Monday, Jail 25
•BreastfeedingSupportGroup:. • Wingo
Tues.,july 19. MCCH Board Room,6:30-8 p.m
Town Square
•Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
9-11:30 a.m.
•Miracle MomentsNewsletter
• Sedalia
_•MiraoleMomentS BOadet
Baptist Chtisch__---Wednesday,July 27
• Murray
Ellis Center .
8:3041 a.m.
Thursday,July 28
• Murray
Court Squat!
8:30-11:30 a.m 8. 12:30-3 p,n1
Friday, July 29
• Draffenville
Ponderosa
9-11 a.m.

Tuesday,July 5
_
• Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11:30a.m. •
• Hardin
Public Library
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday,July6
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
As a screening, the two hour
blood sugar test is free of charge - Thursday,July7
• Hazel
under the following conditions.' Dees Bank
-annually if family history of
8:30-11:30 a.m.
diabetes exists.
• Midway
-anytime there is a 20 pound
Wisehart Grocery
• weightchange.
1-3 p.m.
-every three years under all other
Friday, July 8.
conditions.
• Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
If you are a known diabetic, you
a.m.
9-11:30
sugar
mopihave
your
blood
can
Monday, July 11
tared on the health if you obtain a
• Murray -- HVVY 94E
written prescription from your
Duncan's Market
physician and file it with the Health
10 a.m.-12 noon .
Express nurse. Your physician will
specify the frequency for monitoring_ jautray—Hwy-fpgrEast Y Grocery
—
_2nitieprescriptien7-- 1-3 p.m.
A Stool For,Occult Blood
Wednesday,July /3
Screening Kit is,also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in • Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
the stool.
9 am. - 1 p.m.
These screening are offered to
ThuradaY,July /4
detect disease in its earliest stages
• Murray
when there are no symptoms of
Weaks Center.
disease. If you are experiencing
9-11.30 a.m.
Inside
seeyour
you
should
symptom&
Outside 12:30-3 p m
physician.
Friday, July 15. •
• Dover
Uncle Joe's
Discount Store
9-11 a m
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering bloodpressure, pulse and
two hour blood sugar screenings at
all of its stops during the month of
July.
The blood sugar test must be
performed two hours after
completing a meal.

•
..•••••••••••••••••.••••••

Wash utensils that have touched
raw meat with hot, soapy water
before using them for cooked meats.
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SPORTS
Wild Fourth
ends in split
at Chicago

Brazil derails
'IS. Cup ride
_Jrazilians claim 1-0 win
••• •
FREP, LIEF
-‘3pcis Writer

Then Brazil showed what it's
made of. This was not a day for
_samba-swaying soccer. That
tcd,- white and through.
America's axhilarating World -Would have- to wait. This was a
up ride ended Monday with a day for Brazil to show its heart
•
loss -t6-- Brazil that affirmed and grit and savvy.
"We knew it wcipIct te diffi..;facts of life in soccer: Brazil,
- pree-time .champion, plays a cult," the striker- Bebeto said.
masierful game; the United States ."We-- had. to exceed ourselves,
come., a long way in this and we did."
The defense tightened and the
J Me•
On .a -cloudless-day at Stanford midfield pushed the ball forward.
- Stadium in California, the trap- The United States could barely'
pings of-the Fourth of'July could get .the ball out of its own 'end.
. Larry the Americans only so far. The Brazilians outshot the
They were hoping to create a bit Americans 16-4. Taffarel, the
soccer-history. A -tough .and. Brazilian goalkeeper, might as
well have called for a pillow and
ttant Brazilian team stood in
taken-a nap..lt was as if Brazil
1;12.' _war- `7--•
it's alliat script, eicept for had the extra man, not the United
oridiTig," th-S. Midfielder States. "These guys are dribbling
uhi -Jones said.
......, Now the Americans get-to- pony
maniacs," U.S....defender Alexi
4 ler what might have been whileLalas said.
;he Brazilians'go-on to the guar-,
Brazil., whatever the' circumSattirday in Dallas, stance, always keeps a bit of
.. \Ail!, face the Netherlands,. a magic in reserve. This time it
-winner -over %eland in - the came courtesy of Romario and
day's other second-round game: Bebeto.
Roinario burst upfield, with'
The United States played pracU.S. midfielder Thomas .Dootey
the7etitire. second half with
.
advaniage.-.Brazil lost Leo- in pursuit, Romano eluded Jones
the last, minute of'first_ and' passed to Bebeio at the right
sTE.km_pARKER/tAxiger & Imes
-after the defender cracked---side-of-the penalty area.- He slid
ii-ainig--with an elbow, send-- ..the _ball jusf;past gogkeeper Tony' 7-17_ HOT-HANDS Van HaverstOck, left, and partner Joe Pat Cohoon celebrate after a winner
. itte U.S. midfielder out of the Kieola ter ei!tje-•far, post:
i* in their opening match of the Red Cross- DoUbles Tournament Saturday at the Bennie RIF
:
!rite vtrtlr.a islightly fractured
Jr. tell Courts:
• See Page 9

•

The Associated Pros%
On a lazy holiday afternoon, the Colorado
--Rockies and Chicago -Cubs started playing a
doubleheader under almost perfectly clear
skies.
More than 10 hours later Monday — after
three lengthy rain delays, a broken- hand, an _
."I got it, no, you got it" fly ball and other
_assorted Oddities — everyone finally went.
home.
don't know if I've ever been through
anything like that," Dante Bichette said as
. he sat slumped at his locker.
So it went on a strange Fourth of July at
Wrigley Field, where the Rockies and Cubs
split a doubleheader. Chicago won the opener 4-3; Colorado won the nightcap -4-2 in 15
innings.
.
It took JO hours and 10 minutes to finish
both games, and
about., 1,000 fans
remained at the end from a crowd that numbered 37,167 cattier. in the day.
" One of them was Bob Ferguson, a •
._57-year-old banker- whose half day - at -the '
ballpark seemed to-warp his sense 61 what
_ aa4
true baseball fan is.
"I'm a, real -fan. I want to see the end of
- -it.
•••••
"My wife, -whO is a real baseball fan, left
after Me. 12th inning."
The first ganne-offered no hint of what Was
to come, It was simply a eAose game that was
deCided in Me tiouom of the ninth whepple:
isallen.Hill_tied the game with a sacrifice fly
with a two out single.
and Derrick May
_•See Page 9

j

Wimbledon officials prefer rallies to rockets
STEVE WILSTEIN

-stamliang final victory over_
Golan. Ivanisevic.
One British wag commented
WIMBLE,Dasit...4ngland.. (AP)
Softet balls,- fuzzier balls,, any 'Monday that "the Wimbledon
ol balls, that might put more. concourses. resembled the Corn-.
moils' corridors, when a Govern• !Iws back into men's tennis on
ment is in the throes of a crisis of
arc ,tinder -consideration by
confidence. They buzzed with
• .Ttbledon and International
heated assertions that Something.
. - Federation officials.
Must Be Done."
cry arose at WimbleIf Jeremy Bates, England's patalong stith a lot of barron saint of. lost tennis causes,
.-umphing and hand-wringing, in
had won the same match the
the aftermath Of Pete Sampras'
'Tennis Writer

' - 1994 WIMBLEDON CHAMPIONS
*WIMBLEDON, F,991-anol-(AP) — Results ol championship matches at the $8.5 million Wimbledon • tennis championships:
Mon
SInglos
-'
Pete Sampras (1), Tampa, Fla, del. Goren Ivanisevic (4), Croatia, 7-6 (7-2), 7-6 (7-5). 6-0.
Doubt*.
Todd Woodbndge anelMark Woodforde (5), Australia, del. Grant Connell, Canada, and Patrick
Gabrarth (2), Tacoma, Wash., 7-6 (7-3), 6-3, 6-1.
Women
Singlos

•

COnchila Maninez (3), Spain, det-Manina Navratileva (4), Aspen, Cold, 6-4. 3-6, 01.
Doubles
Gig, Fernandez, Aspen, Colo., and Natalia Zvereva (1),.Belarus, def. Jana Novolna, Czech
Republic, and Arantica Sanchez Vicarro (2). Spain, 6-4. 6-1.

same way, no one in Britain long rallies. When there is hot
would have been talking about weather and no rain, asx.happened
changing anything. Instead, he this past week, the courts dry out
would have been knighted imme- and become even faster.
diately and toastedin. the House
of Commons as well as in the
Ripping up the lawns in favor
of cement or clay is unthinkable.
House of Lords. •
But Sampras, an American, Forcing players to abandon'their
and lvanisevic, a Croatian, -are giant graphite rackets for. old-;--seen as threats to the integrity or fashioned wooden ones is unacthe game at this bastion of tradi- ceptable to racket manufacturers
tion, even though grass courts and the ITF.
have always produced a faster - So all the talk is turning to the
brand of men's tennis with few balls.

traw Stirring_

Hornback wins third-G wither •
champignship

Strawberry homers in first game
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer

_

PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) — Once
he gets used to seeing curve palls
again, Darryl Strawberry really
;Right to hit his stride.
A midafternoon tuneup in
108-degree heat sharpened Strawberry's hitting eye Monday, and
he cracked,a single and homer in
his- first two appearances for the
Triple-A Phoenix Firebirds Monday night against Vancouver. He
,trlick out on_a breaking pitch in
lu.'t third _2-1-bat,and he_popped Atp__
.
his fourth.
'I can hit a breaking ball, but
___•.f_sgood-for me," the eight—.1.:•,:11.-41.1--Star said after start- i! -•.• in right field and batting-third
for San Francisco's top farm
The six-inning stint was
iwberry's first game action
spring training.
-fie said his first homer since
.Hue 8, 1993, when he was playing for the Los Angeles Dodgers,
Ails a sweet experience.
"Ifs a start," Strawberry said.
"Thus time, 1 feel like I'm

headed in the right direction.
Anytime a ballclub. like the
Giants has faith in you and
believes in you, it helps.'
Strawberry signed autographs
before the game and after he
came out in the sixth 'inning.
Vancouver went on to win 9-7 in
10 innings. A crowd of 11,438
attended in -the- Peoria Sports
Complex, where Strawberry and',
a postgame fireworks show were
the main attractions.
"To have the fans support
,nmi'on likc myself who has
been through a lot, it's nice to
know 'that there am people who
care," -said Strawberry, who
admitted-on-April 4 that-lie had --a -substance-abhse problem, spent
four weeks in the Betty Ford
Center, then negotiated a settlement that released him from the
Dodgers.
He signed with the Giants on
June 19 and said he has been.
working out to get back into
shape.
"I hadn't played or run the
bases since this spring. I'm going

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
New and Us3d

Free Mount and

Lowest Prices

Computer Balance

Staff Report Murraytedger & Times

to sleep good tonight," Strawberry said.,
He caught the only fly ball hit
to him. He also fielded two hits,
a single and a double. Giants baseball operations vice ,
president Tony Siegle said Strawberry's first game was everything
the team hoped for..
'
"Certainly a home run and a
single the first day excites everybody and whets everybody's_
appetite, but Darryl has to make
the determination when he is
ready," Siegle said. The Giants
have debated velkeT-10-tring-Strawberry up before or after the _All-Star break.
-The Giants also asked reporters
before the game not to ask Strawberry about his nine-year struggle
with alcohol and drugs. But
Strawberry was more than willing
to talk about it. •
"As I continue to look at it,
my abuse of substances never left
AP Filo Photo
me with a clear mind in baseball, -Darryl Strawberry, back .after a stint at the Betty. Ford Centel', singled
and. tonight I was playing with a
and hornered in his first game with the Phoenix Rrebirds, the top farm
clear mind," he said. "But I
club of the San Francisco -Giants.
haven't hit a groove yet."

PERFORMANCE YOU
CA NI COUNT ON!

D & W Auto Glass Shop
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

WAREHOUSE TIRE

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
Open

400 Industrial Rd * 753-1111

Call 7534563

Mon -Fn 7 5,'Sat 7-Neon

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

, WAREHOUSE TIRE

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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Murray's Michael Hornback
won his third consecutive
W.A. Gunther Clay Court
Championship last week at the
Louisville Racquet Club.
Seeded first in a field of 38
players, Hornbeck, who drew a
bye in the first round. defeated
Louisville's Brandon Cloyd
6-2, 6-0 in the second round of
play. In third round action.
Kentucky Country Day's•Phillip Gevergeese fell to Hornbeck by a score of 6-0, 6-2.
The Murray High junior then
blanked Louisville Ballard's
Centrerras 641,_
In the finals, Hornbeck
again met Si. Mary's Will
Bruce, whom he defeated in
the finals of the Hawaiian
Tropic Tournament, and posted a 6-3, 6-1 victory.
Hornbeck then teamed up
with Bruce later in the day to
win the boys 18 doubles
championship as well, his second doubles crown at the
tournament.
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
•

A planning meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m. on Friday. July 15
for all prospective vanity and junior vanity girls' soccer players
interested in competing for Murray High School this season. The
meeting will be held at the Hamilton Soccer Field and prospects
need not bring equipment, but parents are asked to attend along
with players. Information about preseason camp and practice schedules will be distributed at this meeting and the coaching staff of
Mark Kennedy, Jeff Hill and Sandy Cantrell will be introduced.
Anyone with questions can call Sandy Cantrell at 759-4648 or
Jackie Kennedy at 753-8562.
.

Cary Miller, Jr. of Atlanta, Ga., shot a hole-in-one on Murray
Country Club's 185-yard par-3 17th with a 5-iron on Saturday, July
2. Witnesses of the ace were Cary Miller of Murray and Mark
Miller
-

St. Louis Blues get Macinnis, Stevens
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. Louis Blues,acquired the rights to
Al MacInnis from Calgary and signed New Jersey's Scott Stevens
to an offer 'sheet.
In exchange for, Macinnis and a draft pick, the Blues sent the
Flames defenseman Phil Housley and two picks The Blues have
the right to match any offer for the six-time Alf-Star defenseman.
TheSL Louis Post-Dispatch reported today that Stevens' deal is for SU...million over four years, including a signing bonus of $3
million. Earlier reports had set the deal st,V6 million.
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Tennis -great Hoad 'dies Sunday

uly at
Cubs
openin 15_,

LONDON (XP) — Australia's Lew Hoed, who in 1956 won the Australian, French and the first of consecutive Wimbledon-singles
titles, died Suraarof leukemia after experiencing respiratory problems at his tennis camp near Marbella, Spain. He was 59.
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For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

753-2380
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Like i good neighbor,
. State Farm is there.
-State Farm Insurance Companies
Homo Officss: Bloonlitniton, Illinois
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the Middle Division of girls softball finished its season Friday night
with tournament play.
•
-- In the championship game, The Mane Event topped Small Wonders 10-8. For The Mane Event, Laura Nixon homered, Kelly Miles
had three hits, including the winning RBI, and Rebekah Travis added
two hits. Small Wonders §ol home runs from Jessica Dowdy and
Whitney Ray and two hits each from Julie Davenport and Linda
Higgins.
'In the third game of the night, Small _Wonders defeated G&S
Heating and Cooling 12-10. For Small Wonders, Whitney Ray had a home run, Misty Starks contributed three hits and Wendy Logan and ,t
Amy Paschall had two hits apiece. for G&S, Ashley Dunn homered,
Heather Collins tripled and Abby Jonas and Natalie Cooper had two
hits each.
•The second game sat+, The Mane Event claim a 12-6 win over
Bank of Murray. For The Mane Event, Lindsey Lawson had two
home runs and two singles, LaUra Nixon doubled twice and Amberly
Paschall and Chelsea Thompson both contributed two hits. For Bank
of Murray, Brooke'Lendci had two home runs, Jenni Pigg homered
and had a pair of doubles and Kacee Stonecipher 'and Stacey
Bogard tallied two hits each.
'The opening game of the tournament had G&S Heating and
Cooling downing Allison'Photography 9-5. For G&S, Ashley Dunn
had a grand slam home run and two singles, Mallory Rudolph had
three hits and Emily Jonas and Mallory France had two hits each.
For Allison, TiffanyaRogers and Jennifer Perlow contributed three hits
apiece and Cara Anderson and Emily Cleaver both had two hits.
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CincinniS 5, Flonda 1
•
Chicago 4, Colorado 3. 1N-game
Colorado 4, Chicago . 2. -15 innings, 2nd gams
Houston 13, St Louis 6
New York. 2, San Francisco 1, 10 innings'
Prttsburgh at Atlanta, ppd.. ran
Philadelphia 10. San Diego 4
Montreal 5. be Angeles 1
Tumid:AV* Genies
New York (Sabertiagen 8-4) at San .Franasco
tHiderson 2-7). 235 p m.
Montreal (Faster() 6-5) at Los Angeles (Astacio
6-5), 105 p m.
- Cincinnati (Schourek 3-1) at Fkirida (Hough 5-7).
35 pm
Pittsburp (Noagle 78 and Smith 8-6) at Atlantc
ISmoltz 6-7 and IMrcluir 7-2). 2, 440 pm.
Colorado (retz 1,-.4) at Chicago (Foster 2-2).105
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34 49 .410 6
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Monday's Gams
Cleveland 7, hinnesota 1
- Oakland 4. New York 0
Boston 4, California 1
Baltimore 9, Seattle 3
Chicago 3, Aftwaukei 2
Toronto 9, Kansas City 4
Texas 4, Detroit 3
• .
Tuesdriy'e- Games
Chi-• go (Sanderson 7-2 and MtDowel 5-7)
Detroit Malls 1-5 and Gohr 2-0), 2. 4.35 pm.
California (Riney 5-8) at Boston (Hesketh
605 p.m.
Oakland (Reyes 0-2) at New York (Mulholland 6-6).
..6 OS pm.
SestleitConverss 0-0) at Batirnore (Moyer 2-6).
6 35 p.m.
•
Toronto (Guzman 6-9) at Minnedbra-.(Matiomea— --11Ouston )Harnisch 3-4) at St. Louis (Palacio' 1-6).
.7-35-ap m
"
7-3), 71* pm.
.
Philadelphia (Munoz 4-2) at San Dingo (Hamilton
fAltsaukee (Wegman 6-0) at Kansas City (Gubicza
4-3). 905 p in
5-7). 705 p.m.
Cleveland (Clark 9-2) at Texas (Brows, 5-8), 735
p m.
New York
Baltimore
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.In a recent Park League II game, Murray Supply routed Fares
Embroidery 204. For Murray. Supply, Trevor Webb had a homer
and two singles, Terry Adams homered and singled; Michael Lee,Taylor Housden and Zachary Baker all had four sinews, Josh Burks,
had three doubles and a triple, Cody Harrison singled twice and-Cory
Andrus doublectimad singled. For-Faye's, Brock Deinis singled twice,
Zach Reeder singled twice and doubled and Jordan Kelleher singled
and doubled.
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32 years in business speaks bug 4nd clear. Don't be misled by
short timers in business. We sell Tor less because of Our low
overhead.
Car & home stereos by Pioneer JVC MTX,Infinity. Kenwood.
Cerwin Vega Orion Sentrek, Panasonic. Sanyo plus more
We can special order any narnebrand merchandise and save you money.
• Folks, be a wise buyer - SHOP AND COMPARk
Professional Installation On Car Stereos
222 S. 12th Murray • 753-5865 • MCNIsa

Sponsored By:
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defeated California 4-1.
The game in Texas was tied in
the ninth when Oddibe McDowell
singled with one out against Gardiner (2-2). Jeff Frye followed
-with a double that had a chance
to drive in McDowell, bet he
pulled his left hamstring _as.. he
neared third base. McDowell was
later placed on the disabled list.
Tigers manager Sparky Anderson had Gardiner intentionally
walk Jose Canseco, but the
strategy did not work out when
Clark also walked.
a very simple decision to
make;'-': Anderson said. "It
doesn't' take much mentality.
Even a moron would mare it."
Darren Oliver (2-0) pitched,
two innings for the win: •
. Dean Palmer homered for TeXas,-which won four of five games
in the 'series with the Tigers.
Cecil Fielder homered for
Detroit, which completed its
longest road trip of the year at
2-9.. -
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Rangers accept gift
Aren't You IKU
from Detroit pitcher, Glad There's
keep lead in AL West
World of Sound
By BEN WALKER'
AP Sports Writer
In the weak AL West, where
no wins seem to come simply, the
Texas Rangers were glad to get a
gift from Mike Gardiner.
Will park drew a four-pitch
walk - from Gardiner with the
bases loaded and one out in the
bottom of the ninth inning Monday night,
ne giving the Rangers a
4-3 win or the _Detroit Tigers.
" "He
r threw me anything,
so it was fairly easy," Clark said.
The victory increased. Texas'. "
lead in the division to four-games
over Seattle and .Oakland. The
Rangers are only 39-42, however,
making them the first team in
major league history to be in first
place on the Fourth. of July with a
below-.500 record.
In "other games, Toronto beat
Kansas City 9-4, Chicago
defeated Milwaukee 3-2, Oakland
downed New York 4-0, Baltimore
beat Seattle 9-3, Cleveland
topped Minnesota 7-1 and Boston

Miller records hole-in-one at Murray - '

tondo
ring a
clear
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Murray High girls' soccer kicking off
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BOATS IN STOCK:

. Pre-Rigged .:17; Lowe'Bass Boat 70 H.O. Johnson
Pre-Rigged 1911Nve Aluminum Deck Boat 135 RP. Johnson.
Pre-Rigged 18' Lowe- Fishing Pontoon 50 H.P. Johnson
24' Lowe Pleasure Pontoon
Jon Boats 14', 16', 19' •

HOAGLAND MARINE;INC.
•38 Years dl Johnson Mechanical Experience•
• Aurora,' Ky. 474-2209

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

IM Wild Fouirthai.
FROM PAGE 8
Then, as lightning and thunderstorms rolled in off Lake Michigan, things got progressively
weird.
A 34-minute rain delay interrupted the sixth inning.
Then, Chicago pinch-hitter
Kevin Roberson struck out and
punched &door in the clubhouse
in anger.
Bad move.
Roberson broke his hand, and
the Cubs abnounced he was going
on the 15-day disabled list. And
the game wasn't even over yet.
Mike Harkey, an ex-Cub, lost

his shutout in the ninth on Steve
Buechele's bloop RBI single.
Colorado scored a run in the
11th, going ahead 2.1, but shortstop Walt Weiss made two straight
errors in the bottom of the inning,
allowing the Cubs to tie it.
In the top of the 14th, rain
stopped play for 59 minutes.
In the top of the 15th, Bichdtte
lifted a high fly ball .to
center and outfielders Sammy
Sosa and. Eddie Zambrano let it
drop between them at the base of
the wall. Two runs scored, making it 4-2.
Then it rained. Again.
Finally, 52 minutes later, play
resumed. The game ended when
Greg Harris retired Sosa on a lin_ _
er_to_ center.

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
I. Self-supporting 256
trusted rafters 2 ft.
O.C.
J ,• plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
U. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0. 2x4 fasc!3
aluminum covered
2x10 headers
C. 4x4 raised curb

A 4" concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12" footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrem
E Treated
bottom plates
F at studs, 16" 0 C
G 7', ," Blandon
undeasiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
1
CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
Via CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,12 CAR (24.30)
PI US

$3,525
$4.325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

CAR (12x20)
1
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2V2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'/2 CAR (24x30)

5,
1,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

OFF LEVEL LOT

M
FROM PAGE 8
"This was one of the most
important goals for me and for
Brazil," Bebeto said. "It's been
24 years that we haven't won a
World Cup and we need to give
some happiness to the suffering
people."
The Americans provided their
share of happiness, as well. This
was a team that for long had been
the punchline for any number of
jokes in international soccer. The
Americans were bounced from
the previous World Cup in three
quick games.
No*, for 1994 at least, they
were among the 16 best.
"I think there ale probably a
lot of peoplethat are really proud
of what we did, that hold their
heads up high that we now have a
national team that can compete
with the rest of the world," Moola WC. _

Annual Percentage Yield
$soo minimum deposit

Interest rate1e.4.55% for l'year
at .
Subgtantiat interest penalty for early
Offered as 0/ 6 20,94 Rates subtect to change
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SRM2100 Trimmer/Cutter
.21.2 cc two cycle engine
•Weights just 12 lbs.
•Brush Wade capable

GT2000 Grass Trknmer
'21.2 cc two cycle engine
Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
'Tap to advance cutting head
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Savings Bank
11emtvr I1)11.

$179.99

1201 Main Street
Murray, leentucky
(502)759-1630

Murray Home I Auto
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Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110
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DEATHS
Mrs. Pauline E. Waldrop Cobb

Mrs. ekladys Darnelr Sims

Mrs. Gladys Darnell Silas, 97, Whitnell Drive, Murray, died SaturMrs. Pauline E: Waldrop Cobb, 82, Magnolia Drive, Murray, died
day -at 10:30 p.m. at her residence.
saturciay at 12:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Spunty Hospital.
Her husband, J. Adlai Sims, died in 1963. Born Aug. 22, 1896, in
She was a member of First Baptist Church.
Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Clarence L. Darnell
Born Jan. 12, 192, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
and Eunice Stewart Daniell.
!Ate A.T. Waldrop and Bessie Smotherman Waldrop. One sister, Mrs.
She was a member of University Church of Christ and a former
Emily Jones, and three brothers, Radford, Robert and Alfred Waldrop,
member of Cuba Church of Christ.,
olso preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Treva Edwards Fry and
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Stephen H. Cobb, to whom
husband, Jim, Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs. Betty Sims Wilson and husshe was married on Nov. 29, 1934; one son, the Rev. Alfred Cobb and
band, Louis, Murray, and Mrs. Louise Sims Harris and husband,
wife, Leona, Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Grace Nell Parker, Rt. 3,
Mason, Dyersgurg, Tenn.; two sons, Arvy Glen SimPand wife, MoyBenton, and Mrs. Rebecca Jo Burkeen, Taylor, Mich.; one brother,
na, Lynn Grove, and Larry Darnell Sims and wife, Bonnie, Louisville;
Charles Waldrop, West Lake, Ohio; three grandchildren, Dr. Stephen
16 grandchildren; 28 great-grandchildren; several gre„at-greatCobb and wife, Ten, Murray, Gary W. Cobb and wife, Carla,
grandchildren.
Huntsville, Ala., and Dale L. Cobb and wife, Kelly, St. Petersburg,
Services were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Fla.; four great-grandchildren, Ryan, Bradley, Jeremy and Kelly Cobb.
Funeral
Home. Mason Harris and Jim Pounders officiated. Burial was
funeral
will
be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockThe
in _Cuba Church of Christ Cemetery.
Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwebd will officiate. Burial will
Expressions of sympattirmay take the' form of donations to Univeriollow in Murray Memorial Gardens.— Expressicins of sympathy make the form of donations to the-- sity Church, of Christ, Murray.
I outlier We Build program, First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth
it., Murray.
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Mrs. Frances Guess Lucas
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The Quiet Company

Greg
McNutt

•

The Right Choice For
- • We Insurance
•Disability Income Coverage

•Fixed * Variable Annuities107 NI.t1)14•
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* Murray's Premiere- *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *
-Murray's Friendly How Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Unicien • Toshiba

_
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AUDIO/VIDEO

Mg Coldwater Rd. Munai

730,1113.5

Services for Mrs. Frances Guess Lucas were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Marion United Methodist Church, Marion; where she was a, member.
The Rev. Ken Spurrier and the Rev. Leslie Chapman officiated. Burial
Mrs. De-clie Hardison Rials, 81, Bard‘vell,_died Sunday at 5:20 a.m.
was in Mapleview Cemetery, Marion, with arrangements by,.Gilbert
.it Lourdes HoSpital,• Paducah.
Funeral Home of Marion.
*11 by NItiri.
Shrine Club
Her husband, Escle—Riala.,!one-slaughter, Patricia Ann Rials, one - Mrs.
Lucas, 81, Marion, died Saturday afternoon at Crittenden
son, Theodore Rials, and hencirents, James Harvey Hardison and
Every Friday at 7 p.m.
County Hospital. Her.husband, 011ie Bryan Lucas, preceded her in
-Mary Elizabeth Johnson Hardison, preceded her- in death.
,
•
Jeath.
•
She was a member of Mississippi Baptist Church, Bardwell.
Letter II Jackpot!!!
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy Mick, Marion; twdsisand,V
iurvivors include four daughters, Mrs, Bonnie Tolbird
Mrs.
ters, Mrs. Martha Hamilton, Indianapolis, Ind„ and Mrs. Myra HamilBeth Bowles, Bardwell, Mrs. Mary Graves, Murray, and Mrs. Dora
• 11 Cames — $100 Each
ton, Tolu; one brother, Robert Guess, Warren, Mich.; three grandchil'Watts, Plainfield, 111.;fine son, Edwin (Sonny) Rials, Mulga, Ala.; two
dren, Mrs. Allison Mick J_M_Illikan, Murray, and Andrea Mick and
$1.300 Jackpot — (514) NUM ber
•
sisters, Mrs. Rachel•Kinc, Greenville, and Ms. Alpha Rials, Berkley,
Oni• Numbcr and SIMI added Ir. jarkpd each 'tteek
Lucas Mick, Marion.
one brother, Truman Hardison, Utica; 14-grandchildren; 13
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
•
Letter "H" —
Numbers or Less Pays $2,200!
_great-grandchildren.
'4
Youth Fund of Marion United Methodist Church or Hurricane Youth
r, nsolat inn Prize - $1001
Funerallites were today at 11 a.m. in the -chapel of Milner Funeral' Camp.
Warne, Bardwell. The Rev. David Stephenson and the Rev. William C.
• 3 Speeiai Carnes -- Double Hintfo pays WV
:t nd 911
'
BoiVles fficiating.'
5%1
Ketive--pallbearers were Andy Tolland; Joey Graves,' Teff Graves,
David Rials, Bob Watts and Mike _Watts._ Honorary pallbearers were
121 N()5.111, Murray, K.•'.
P
, great-grandsons and greavgreat-.grandsons.' Burial - s in - Roselawn
t274:24•CrAFRM
,r,••=iss
,
.."ftr.firrYkorr,-,..,4,5••••.••50.7$16.s
•X$S.A.4'.
,
life.
Cerrietery, Bardwell.
PHILADELPFfIA (APf —
-She joined the Clara Waed Sin,&spell singer Marion Williams,
geis, the premiere .gospel
group
-whose natisie reached from—the
_
of the time and the first to sing _
•
..ehtirelt choir to the big screen, is
for audiences outside church. In
•-•
dead at a4e 66.*
•
Williams, who had lived in - 1959, she formed her. own group,
•
the Stars of Faith, then went solo
Philadelphia since 1947, died
in 1965.
lion slams per,y_ear, said -Bureau Saturday of vascular disease at
WASHINGTON - (AP) — A
Wider& style
Medical
l
e
,.
Center.
Einstein
Albert
_,:entury _ of art ,.in miniature is. 'Director Peter Hughes Daly.
Ift a 1993 interview, Williams
-being celebrated1;y the Bureau of , -The stamps represent '‘,...art in
Home-Cooked lt4cds Served
-.:•••-•
.Engraving and Printing, producer
miniature," said. Daly, praising said gospel 'music was her . ,--.•
,
calling.
.=---af most of the nation's postage
the a.m. of'the bureau's engravFidend414ste Parket Non Service Irk
1151
igoa,„,s7 pardon Am Hot 1,•wket R --•hijuiss 3
"I was offered $100-,000 to •' "
ing and printing stiff.
stamps.
, Gas
14011* Ad01420•14r-r”
IllYb#61
:11161
.
make one blues record, and I
low Sows :ALUM Wet.
"Postage stamps are our
Stamps 'present'to the world
she
said.
it
down,"
"I
turned
usi-2
ZW2SO
----.141.4641.90
bunch Buffet 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
the cultural and historical twitnation's calling cards," said
al]nit
VIcamas
Deputy Postmaster General _age-of our great nation,v. Cough- sing for the Lord, and that's
Dinner Buffet 4-8 p.m.
US 34 1/14-7/0 is
enough for me."
139.914LSO
lin said.
-Michael Coughlin at ceremonies
, magazine
,
Rolling
reascbs
has
Stone
PII•6.37.1111
.Friday, commemorating •the
The bureau's new stamp exhiCALL IN ORDERS: 753-2348
us 1-3 355.450 to
called her not only the greatest of
Bureau's 100th anniversary as the
us
S271427311
bit, though not massive by all -gospel singers but "possibly -13
7'
32
.
a
7,
1
p
$211.110-31
is.
printer of stamps:
Hwy. 121 North • Murray
Washington standards, details the the best singer of
US 2-13•114116 is
Paso 73.011
"Stamps represent American
Ikon
SILOS
process of stamp design and pro"She was underrated as a gosculture from Elvis Presley to forduction on a series of panels.
mer presidents toi the achieve-. Illustrations show the work of pel singer_ihnovator and stylist,"
said the Rev. Clarence Blair of
menus of. women," observed U.S.
artists, engravers and printers WDAS-A14, a 24-hour religious
Treasurer Mary Ellen Withrow,
leading' from concept to final station in Philadelphia.
who supervises the. bureau.
production.
She recorded 10 albums and
"It's, amazing to look—at themusic has appeared in the
her
-Sixty-Tour
original
items are
stamps and see how beautiful
"Fried Green Tomatoes".
movies
included,
such
as
the
source
artthey are,' she said, unveiling a
work for the 1898 10-cent stamp and "Mississippi Masala."
display on stamp history and proShe was also featured in Bill
commemorating the hardships of
duction -iri the Bureau's lobby.
emigration. That work was Moyers' PBS documentary
The bureau took over the printbelieved lost until discovered in "Amazing Grace."
ing of postage stamps on July. 1,
Last year, she won a $374,000
files in 1991.
1894, issuing a series with
MacArthur Foundation FellowTrial color proofs for the
engraved portraits of famous
Washington-Franklin commemor- ship, the first singer to win the
Americans. George Washington
4..
ative of 1912 are shown as well so-called "genius" award:
was on the 2-cent pink stamp that
- Williams was him. in Miami,
as World .War II artwork personcovered the first-class rate at the
ally approved and signed by Pres- the youngest of 11 children, only
time.
a—a ---,La.- • '
three -of whom- survived ,past--theFra nk h D.--Roosevelt;
—The'leries alto includes
.
•
---240.-•
-- fritt. year Of life:Sik Was when
a—Stariip collector.
I -cent blue Benjamin Franklin
r
stamp; Andrew Jackson, 3 cents;
The display will remain at the she started singing with her
mother, then a soloist in the
Abraham Lincoln,- 4 cents; U.S. bureau's visitors center until July
Grant, 5 cents and James Gar- 30 and then will travel to stamp church choir.
Her father died when she was
field, 6 cents:
shows around the country, beginToday the bureau .produces 70 ning with the American Philatelic 9, and at 13 she. dropped out of
school to work in a laundry to
percent of all 'American stamps, Society meeting in Pittsburgh in
help make ends meet.
with production reaching 30 bilAugust.
When she was 17, Williams
Eugene T. Gulish, M.D., A.A.O.S.
visited an older sister in Philadelphia and was. persuaded to sing a
Diplomatc, American Board
. gospel tune at .a local church.
of Orthopaedic Surgery
After her performance, she
ovation
and
standing
received a
Dow James lad. Avg. —+6110
.
an invitation that changed her
•
a.m.
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is pleased to announce the opening of
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Henry County
Orthopaedic Surgery
And
Sports Medicine, Inc.
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Stock Market Report

rt

Medical Arts Building, Suite 201
300I-lospital Circle, Paris, TN 38242
(901)644-2271

itialard Lyons Is • market maker In this stock.
(MC-pfic• unthafame

•rn,

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366
. I
•

A.4f• •

Ile.

Ate

HIWARD
LYONS

W.L. Item,Inc.• Merrber •OrSf and SIR'

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

TotalJoint Replacements
Sports Injurre's
Arthroscopic Surgery
Spinal Conditions
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
General Orthopaedic
Conditions

759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
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It Works Wonders.
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American
Heart
Association

Eugene F. Gullsh,111.
.D., A.A.O.S.

'Office hours: 9-5.
Monday-Friday
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Real
Elute

Apartments
, For Rent

laSWAIM

Nodes

Notice

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- COMMERCIAL building for 100X140 SOUTHWEST
--PC Repair- upgradei-it.T.t.-and Associalaireller
A
MASSAGE THEY
Villa subdivision All city
land Westly Village, 1br sate City's best location
at
your
training
location.
ing
a
full
line
of
investigative
Relax, release, rejuvenate
One bedroom furnwefts reduced 753 4873
Hawkins Research. services Bel Air Center.
apartment, utilities in- Court Square Paris TN
To your home service By
apartment
ished
753-7001
cluded, rent based on in- Two story, 2500sq ft per after 6pm
753-3868 or 436-6099
appointment Dave
Excellent compencome 55 & older, handicap floor 1-800 447 4889
753-3801 Enjoy in good
USU.
near
Call
753creative
sation,
& disabled Equal Housing 9am-6pm. leave message
270
healthl
mirk environment,
'Opportunity
4682 or 753-5870.
Mobile
unlimited oppor602-354-8888
Homes For Sale
0n0
FOR sale 3 large wooded
,
tunity for advance.j
Help
LARGE 2br, gas heat, lots, comer of N 16th & - 28R on V. acre with 2
ANTIQUES and collect- (1) $1,400 (1) $500
ment.
Wanted
out-buildings, new vinyl sidables Will buy or set on 753-6012
1,2,3BD apts. Furnished, super low utilities, dose to Coles Campground Rd
resume to:
college,'other tennents are Call 489-2768 or 489-2161 ing, fold-in windows, new
Send
Hazel
Anticonsignment,
very
nice
near
MSU.
No
and
waitresses
• DANCERS
well & septic system, comque Emporium 492-8646 14X65 2br, 1 bath, very pets.
75 3 - 1 2 5 2 quiet professionals Depo- after 7pm
Steven G. Sacora
needed at The Foxy Lady in
good condition 759-9957
pletely redecorated 2yrs
10am-4
30pm
days,753-0606
after 5pni.,. sit required $395
Paris, TN Please call CharCPA
743:8828
FOR sale house, horse ago, gas heat, $36,000.
lie or Jeri at 901-644-0301
ANTIQUES by the piece or 1985 14X70 21x, 2 bath, 1402 B
Rt. 1, Box 186
2b1 du489-2440
collections Call 753-9433 central heat, window air, plex 2yrs new Cute. Low MUR-CAL Apartments now barn 6 10 acres 3 miles
Sedalia, Ky. 42079
DO you need a GED?'Do
East
Scbool,
1
we.
Call
near
West
of
Kirksey
applications
for
313R-1 bath on 1V• acres in
accepting
Spat
after
you need hope for the fumany extras. Moving. must utilities Microwave, dishookup_.14.401 3br apartments 489-2768-or 489-2161 after country. Central h/a, firehwasher,
etc,
w/d
ture and help to get a solid
CASH for mobile hornet
7534745 after 5pm.
place, barn & toot' shed,
$450/mo (includes mow- r ne 759-4984 Equal
career? We have 22 JOB MARKET Research- Mys- fires & axles 436-2578,
$430O0.1rall 753-7981 afOPPOrtooltY,
,Haueloil
1985
CLAYTON
14X48,
all
ing)
pets.
lease,
deposit,
no
tery
Shopper.
Local
moo
openings for people 16 Ittru
901-644-0679
•
electric, appliances, win- 753-8734 leave message. NEW 1&2bi apts in Far- KOPPERUD Realty has ter 5pm.
21 that are not full time high stone! part-time work, paybuyers Waiting to purchase
CASH
paid
for
good,
used dow air, $5,900 obo
school students. - Call ment varies with assignIBR deluxe_ new, cErit. mington. Starts at $310 w/ homes-all price ranges If 3BR, 1 bath_country home:753-9378 Five days-a week men t. Send name, rifles, shotguns, and pis- 753-7975.
water
&
garbage
paid.
2 acres yard, 8 acres of
pleteli furnished, all utilities
between 8:00am-3:00pm. address, & daytime phi to: tols Benson Sporting 1994 BUCANEER 14X52 paid. near KY lake, Stove, refrig, wid, dis- you are thinking of selling- good pasture. Fully
This project is funded by Elbe* Lavidge, Inc, Field Goods, 519 S. 12th, Partially furnished. All 'the $375/mo. 436-2722.
hwasher furnished. contact one of Our courte- equipped satellite, large
753-2310
.the Job Training Partner- Department, PO Brut4402, Murray.
345-2748 after 4pm, ous and professional deck, lots of room. newly
extras. Located in Fox
agents at'753-1222 or stop landscaped, ,$45,000 In
.,ship Act through the Ken- Atlanta, GA 30302-9801.
wAtilIT-to buy: antique"hi- Meadows. $23,000 firm:. 1BR near MSU,appliances 762-4483 days.
by office at 711 Main St. TN close to KY line
• OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora., tucky Department-for Emfurnished.
Coleman
RE
niture,
glassware
&
759-9311.
NEW 2br duplex apartOpen 5pm. Closed ployment Services and the ORGANIST & choir director
753-9898.
-;
'
901-247-3301.
Matthew Lutheran piece or houseful!. Call
.
Mon.-Tues2 Pizza, _salads,. West Kentucky Private In- for
ments, gas heat, w/d hookQUALITY homeS, dependWILSON
between
9
2
-8
2
8
Church
Please
4
to:
&
respond
1
OR
2br
gyros
apts.'hear
downsandwiches,
pe5/
a
tsm
pp
o
av
l
4 NEW 3br houses on aty
uno
up2
,
hot
able service & Jow prices
dustry Council. This is an
oated- 3 miles South on water &.sewer Will con- .
town Murtai. 753-4109.
brearkesticks. Dine-in or Equal Opportunity prog- 2701 Broadway. Paducah, -1'0am-4:30pri.
made us one of the
have
For honest &
,ialainc
yle
r le‘ifieurnu.4fidepo51-: -Highway 121
. carry out. 474-6119 or ram. Auxiliary aids and ser- KY 42001 442-8294
Fleal4hs-r" b- sider trading for other propSoutheast's largest & best 1 ROOM eftency apart-46404w - service call erty. Priced in the $70t to
sit
required.
Call
753-4873
• 1-800-64,31304.
Shop
&
com-dealerships.
upon
PAPA John's Pizza -now
vices- are available
ment, $240/mo. Available
Articles
low .$80's 753-3672 after
pare. Dinkins Mobile now, 1602 Olive, partial utiP after 6 - 300m , Allen 753f996• request to individuals with hiring stnft_leader position
• For Sale
514Homes, Inc.. Hit,
/ 79W, ities. Coleman RE, Properfies.
Leadership & restaurant
experience Preferred. BOGARD trucking and ex- Paris,Tti 1800,642-4891.. 753-9898. •
'Air-ranch,
VAS NEW 2br-duplel. gas heat.-.
VCR Service
EARN 91.000 weekly stuf- Apply in person, Dixieland cavating, inc. We haul tbp
ba a, . large deck, well •
1.- ROOMS for rent at 1614 .appliances. ;No_ pets.
fing envelbtlasAlieme No 'Center.
_
Nintendo Repair _o_xperienoe.
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Maintained on • beautiful
„ghee. Utilities furnished. Lame. Available -August
-- Free
reitk-,--rip rap., 759-1528.
inform-arm/supplies. No POSITION available FullShareltitchtin, living roorn 15th. 54001mo. 753-707. -KENTUCKY Lek6,- New largelotin Fairview -Aces
- Sub. 753-8874.7
S
obligation. Send- self- time preschool teacher. CAMPER- full size truck
'"°4? water'
- -/ • Conc°r"r"
VVaIt'l-'NE;kf--duplex 2br:washer
bagire9m‘acilitift*,
to MSU. Coleman ;re= dryer, dishwasher. Lease & front lot 938, deep. water,. CANTERBURY 3br, 2-bath
addressed stamped enve- Degree in child develop- ceb-oger. OW but dry shell:
753-17 1:3
located at Crawford& Land:Horizon, Dept,FF, ment or related field pre- Good wirkt, live outlets,
753-9898.
- loPe V.
references_Jequired. No jag an Bay caul. 15 raj_ brick ranch..:Former:living •
-PO Box 2149, Brovifiwood, -Jarred. Send resume to: jacioUndudeci 91-50 Arm.
room, family- room: gat-in .
•28R duplex on_ Southwood pets- ma-5719naafis to Paris Landing kitolten. C 11759
Wee-Care Child Develop- 753-0611.
1X76804.
:
9451 after
Dr. AvallableAugrist 1st. Now taking appgcoana State Resort Park. Excelment- Center, 109 S 15th.
FOIL-time outside elevator 753-9227.
CAMPER topper for full753-1266.
for
buildingeutitlent
area
J994 MEDICANIE
for Section 8 kny.rent Wa280
supervisor. Knowledge of
COUNTRY-home, 2 stogr__
Ste -pick-up. 70-0331.
INFORMATION
2BR duplex, $230/mo, .ing. Apply 41,person et mer or retirement home.
Mobile
.augers, grain legs, grain' WfilTEQ__barmaids, waitsupplanad
Reduced $47,900. Call-Ken brick, 3br on 3 acres, 5
906
-Manor,
•SouthSidel
deposit-.
.Alino
$200
3pc
glider'
SWing.
NEW
llows For Rent
dancers-, $500
from town Must see
: _tats & general mainte- resses
- insurance is now
Heights, very nice. -Woad St Extended: be- 1-800-642t1981 or John- miles
eaca needitd.,Salary de- plus weekly. Doll House; _white- wicker set, Flatten -2BR on private lot, 7 miles 753_8663, °
to appreciate. 'Call
slenderized in 10
601-895-2637.
''Elarn-12noon.
No
hveen
759-9559 for appointment
• pends on experience. 'C.a to, Paris , TN, . swivel 'rocker w/pad. East of Murray Call Linzy
--pleas and we' write
phone calls please. Equal
.
753-61702
753-3404.
901-642-4297,- 7pm-2am.
*11 10.
2BR very.nem. aPPliances Housing. Opportu.nilY-Beane, 436-2582
•
& lawn care •tiortistied,,_ 1 _
--lite pan A deductible
NEW metal siding & roof---Falwell Deskiher/Crafts
- mon
INDEPENDENT Entertain- WANTED part-time' Role. ing. Cover.36cutto
28R trailer.. No pals. deck..wid hook-up ceni6lt---SMALL 2br apt. Stove, re_
you, or your
length_
_
• ment Brokers Urgently Dependable, hours flexible, in 10- colors, galvanized 7534866, insurance.
_ - --h/a. ,-Ayailable now. Cole- big.- washer & drier, tv)
Custom W000lv004197
•-fleiS4225/190. 489-2741.
--r---tintsr-politlias be. --We-We_canotter.you-JA-1211r_n! Week Also. anrigidvaiiinur Secondary SHADrt - 2 or Mir,' Iran'RE-758489a
•
.Kitchen andBathtabinets - -7-Counted-pas
.itie opportunity to ear ,24.000 BTU- a/c.. 11_50.
.increased- to $896er
it- available- Portable car': eidetic 0104.Walkingdis. 313ii, -2.bath; 2 car garage' . -SPACIOUS, tip-tc
-all, fl---- Inteitainmentcenters
. -Custom Cloiets
8500-$700 each week to 74029port kits. 48922722 dr tanoe to college. 753-5209. --dupiax new. wit)
'duplex in private
3br
,
hook-up
Train- . -Custom Fumifure
-Staircases
Management
start.
For nicer infomiation
-409-2724. ..- ..----. .... ..
"appliances figoished, lyr 'wooded gala: 1600+ oil 11.
ing available to qualified
call:
Archirecturgl.Drafflog& Design:
290
ASSEMBLERS: Exlease. no Pets. Fallbrook;- Our 2 Oar garage,. Skyapplicaets. Call is at
PAGVANT dress; Little
MeCONNELL
Heating
cellent Income to as-, - girls size 31, fight blue &
behind Skating World. • lights, 2 private decks. pa- -Interior 3D views .
-Floor plans modifiedi
1-800-8594768 to get apINSUR4NCE
tie, $700/mo. 753-4573. '
And Cooling
eemble products -at. • white, crystals. pearls &
could
-753-3059.
-Blueprints coitijaei
•Pemodeling design
pointment
that
AGENCY.
.
, 2"
hornet.
change yew life.
sequins. Paid $400, askitka TA TON Trane heat & air BRITTNE'Y RIDGE VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du753-4199r
.
See your home before.you buiki! '
Info .1-504-848-1700
$260.
Call
753-5647.
-..
-.plex. appliances furnished,
unit, new condition, fully. APARTMENTS. 50r; 2%
er eationwide
LEGAL secretary, Word
_ DEPT. KY-2021
BuildersPowerSource
Route 7. Box 696 *
gas heat & air,
1-800-455-4199
Perfect 'a---plus:--Send re'PLEXUZ'Body Toner, five guaranteed. 753-1309, bath, $640/mo. Contsict central
Murrdy.Kentucky,
Phor*-15(112).763-9250
deposit,
1
1
mo.
$475/mo.
leave.
message,
9arn-6pm.
Century
21,
Loretta
Jobs
"ow 32r4 yearet service'
sume to: PO Box 1594,'
timed positions of-Miss' ive
...• 1.,;
•_.-7...6_-•-• anti Gbesstore 9.,.
W0,11J-ki
Call
,
yr.
pets.
lease.
No
489-2116
7pm-10pm.
Realty,
753-1492.
Murray •
070
exerase without,added
753-2905,- 753-753.6.
.Domestic
.
stress to all the major mus---. Cies..01.11/0 body & causes
UM
EMBASSY 2br, central
mild aerobic effect. Call
"r -CLEANING hoU9es is my -__T o•rn ,
gas, -appliances furnished.
H crpkins,
business. Reliable-401k- 502-753,6001.
Coleman RE 753
:
9898.
800-220050 ft. Coleman
perienced, references Call
Satellite Systems
FOR
S125/mo
each. 1BR farm house„ unfurn
2.
REGISTERED 24 yr old RE 753-9898.
Linda 759-9553
Available
June
1st.
w/d
ished, electric heat,
Sales - Service - Parts
Part-time and fug-time positions available_
simmental bull- -Table "Lii
DOWNTOWN office space 753-9664.
PROFESSIONAL couple
hook-up, 8 m-ile -E-a-gt of
microw.a.ve:Service After The Sale
for typesettert with experience in Ad' ., seeks mature, responsible,
available- across front
Murray, rent reasonable.
436-2689.
FOR
3
people,
Writer, Page Maker or Word Perfect.
courthouse.
$95/mo
includreliable adult to care for
References & deposit re- ( Systems starting at $1195)
partially furnished, availFull-time position offers paid vacation and
10mo old son in our home TRASH barrels- $7/ea. ing all utilities. 753-1268*.
quired. Available now. Call
able
June
1st,
$150/mo
Some house cleaning aho Wisehart Grocery, 3 miles-----TIETAIL'or Office Space in
- 12 Years Experience 753:8349.
health insufanCe.
• M,F, 7.30arn-5pm. Refer- South of Murray on 641.. S. Side Shopping Center. each: 753-9564.
Prices On Satellite Equipment
Lowest
2BR 1 bath lakefront in
Apply In person at
ences & background check. VIBROSAUN Body Condi- 753-4509 or 753-6612.
HILLDALE Apartments
Shores,
fur6-P_enarama
required. 753-2633 be- tioner, combines vibration
Call Now
under new management
ished, central h/a, available
tween 8:30arn-5pm.
Come see the changes tak753-2640 or 1-800-6E2-2446
with sauna in a reclinging
310
now,$400/mo plus deposit.
ing place. Now available
Want
10111, clean houses; refer- position. Call Tom Hopkins,
310-322-4999
2br apartment, 24hr mainTo Rent
ences, reasonable rates. 592-753-6001.
Handicap
tenance.
acces3BR plus study Shady
437-4064.
Ainnrica's Second Car
FAMILY of 4 needs a 3-4br sible. Office hours yard. Dishwasher, wid hoo160
home or doublewide to mint 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri. kup. refrig & stove 1704
WILL keep children in my
Horne
or to buy.- 5 or more Equal Housing Opprirtun- Ridgewood $475/rrio,
_home,any age. Have raterFurnishings
acreage in any county. Ser- ity. TDDN 1-800-545-1833 lease, deposit, no pets.
753-3102.
753-8734 leave mesage.
_or_:5 PIECE Mediterranean ious inquires only. Call col-- - Ext. 287, 437-4113.
witi,stay__ • •
I nrattnnc
-tea V*5-.238:3421 1n1..) Nit,rth cth qtroot
-figar--1449-44-47-0 lb-erbOom - set,'
glVi/(ri."6r
Across from First Christian Church
ences. Call 753-4590 for $300. 474-2796.
nutes from town,just off 94
information
' BLACK lacquer queen size
by Duncan's Grocery ,
Serving Murray and Callmvay County Since 1692
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
'bedroom suit with accesso$295/mo. 753-2339 or
090
ries. 153-9305.
753-8767.
Quality workmanship at the
Office. 753-6910
112 So 12th
Position
lowest prices in the area.
LOVE seat & chair set1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Wanted
Extra nice 2 BR, 2
brown tweed,$300/pr. Wal2nd Person
Summer Hours 12:00 till 5:00
Lowest Rates in Town
ALTERATIONS, • repairs nut coffee table, $75. Doutownhouse,
bath
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
and crafted f-shirts. Ruth's ble papasan chair with
re
stove,
fireplace,
in Meat
7
: and Sew, Country cream cushion, $200. All
trig., garbage disp.,
mon-,
uare 1608 N 121 Mur- are in great condition & less
Department,
dishwasher.
em sim
ray. 753-6981.
than lyr old. Call 753-3727,
753-5870
apply in person.
Come see the blooming DayliNies, Japanese Iris
WILL clean houses. Call MAPLE dining room table &
I and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
Charlie
between 6 chairs, like new $300.
Fro* Plant With Thla Coupon
360
llam-5pm.at 753,1416.
753-9357.
623 S. 4th St.
For Rent
1 Open Garden Friday-Sunday
•
USED furniture, carpet &_
Of Lease
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
refrigerators. I also hand
100
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
(Doors open at 8-00)
'
strip & refinish old furniture.
C&C
Business
warehouses on Center
George Hodges, 806 ColWANTED
Opportunity
HELPDrive behind Shoney's
Knights of Columbus Hall
dwater Rd.
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
FINANCIALLY insecure?
KY 94 West to Johnny Robe-won Road, South to So
Van Cleave Rd.(Happy Holiday
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
94E turn oftenl
Hale Road, rpht on Sq. Hale Road 1+4 rmle
SOW your own profitable
FOR rent: 6X10 office
200
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
.
you.
like
to
meet
would
bustnirts for less than
space or 25X30 storage
Sport*
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
Rd.(1483). Firstroad to left(Cook Rd.)turn left. 1st
Positions available are:
$200. No inventory or
space. 753-6970
Equipment
loan on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
P.O. Box 1033 Murray
753-0466
weekly orders. Call collect
tr.Management Trainees Itr Day Help
NORTHWOOD' Storage
today!898-3632 after 5pm. BATTING cage & net
It mon ems ems awe mis awn gin mu son
Good Salary . Good Benefits
presently has units avail(12'X15'X72') Casey pitchFRANCHISE for sale • May- ing machine & net, auto
able. Call 753-2905,
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
field, Paducah, ,Benton, feed & soft toss, balls great
753-7536; 9
Chicken restaurant. EOE/M/F
Fulton, 100 year old indus- condition, $3,000
try, 25 year old company, 753-5946 or 753-5940.
370
Terry
100% success rate if you
Ltvervieek
are accountable,- responsi- Tatlock
210
&IPPON
ble and teachable.
REGISTERED
quarter
1-800-447-4889.
Licensed
Firewood
horse gelding, 10yrs old
INVENTORY
&
fixtures
for
Agent
489-2023
A FIREWOOD for sale
religious bookstore for sale 437-4667 _
Metropolitan Life
380
Reasonably priced
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
Pete
492-8707.
& Suppfies
EXECUTIVE SALES POSITION

CPA

Lordy, ordy
the little
toy maker
Is 401

a.

SEARS

Open Sundays
1 p.m -4 p.m.

,,,,,

We !foie
Mobile Boles

Ward-Elkins

5024374608

Experienced
Typesetter

Ultimate Communications

Murray Ledger & Times

LUCIUS SHOE
REPAIR

1191y Duckling

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

HELP WANTS!,

1

DST Foods,

Nursery._

753-2993

KFC.

vp4

•

0

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent'several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
•'1,-

vv

905 Sycamote

•
1.1.•4110-.41...... AM. 41••

41.0

FINANCIAL
120
Computers
386 SX IBM compatible
IBM memory, 30MB HD 1
floppy, super VGA color
monitor $700 or best offer
759-1552 or 762-6499
FREE color ribbon, printer
cable, delivery & set-up at
your business or home (A
$75 value) with Star printer
purchase Near letter quality $189 Letter quality
$219. Hawkins Research

/63-7ooi.

$52 900

ntoDucrs * SERVICES

Metropolitan Life - One of the largest financial
FOR SALE: SPINET- .
instieutionseariluiagglessivecierson
to fill position
CONSOLE PIANO.
. in local area.
Wanted, responsible party
to make low monthly paySalary - Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fringe
ments See locally. Call
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
1-800-327-3345,,
for entire family,401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program.
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9603
College degree preferred. No sales background
necessary.
SPINET piano, excellent
condition Oa firm
Resume please to:
753-0047
BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON
PADUCAH, KY 42001
HOE

CLASSIFIED

AKC Collie puppsegl! sable
& white, $85-$100
753-6059
AKC Registered Shelties
(miniature Collies), papers,
wormed & baby shots,
$200/ea 901-644-1716.
' CFA Himalayan & shaded
silver Persian kittens.
489-2495
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yr5 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many mote amenitieli. Custom built
on Crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

tAll0R BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 4•11 Satisfied Ciateesera
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

9
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-MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

ICS
-•

Services
Meted

Senecas
Offered

For Sale
„

30

5/0

^

Semites
Oland

Services
011eted

CARPET binding & IMO VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR WINDOW & patio door
1946 FORD Club Coups,
DRYWALL, finishing, re- TAX reduction strategies,
BY OWNER 3br, IA bath „NEW house for sale'
* Four Star *
RV., EnGerCW10-inDesiOn* Semite Center, cleaningass replacement
completely
bookkeeping
MNrenamed
:
toed
'MOO*
blow2000sq
ft
great
location,
aid
adons
pairs,
kitchen
brick ranch Eat-in
Carpets. 7637414. Dave & savicing $15; most repairs
Mobile
Home
512330.
ready
436-2976
tax
retypes
of
all
vices,
3br.
dr,
7534751.
2
baths
great
room,
ing
ceilings.
formal dining room living
$36. Free esomaiss.Route
Parts & Service
turns prepared Twenty Lissa • Godar owners
room family room with 4 kndien utility rooirs,walk in 1979 CAMERO,runs good
GERALD WALTERS. years experience low
1. Akno. Open 9-12. 1-5,
Parnell 6 cheats available
bay window Central gas doset Has all aty Wakes's, dual exhaust, T-tops
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- rates, free pick up & deliv- THE Gutter Co. Seamless Mon -Fri.;,753-0530.
Fres
wirmetail rcroi
heat & air, wall to-wall car- county taxes & extras Call 753-1420
ing. Free estimates. 18 ery. 753-8091
Column
aluminum gutters, variety
Aumnum carports
pet. ceiling tans jacuzzi. during daytime 753-7435,
years enpacianat,Local reanacneo a awe standing.
of colors. Licensed, in- BRYON'S LAWN SER'1981 DATSUN 200 SX.
14x14ft storage bldg Lot evening 753-3966
CUSTOM bulldozing and sured. Estimate available. VICE. Free estimates. FREE puppies Call
ferences. 753-2592.
Screened rooms
75x150, adjacient lot avert QUALITY home located automatic, runs great.
753-6348
753-4691.
backhoe work. septic sys- 759-4690.
Silver roof coating.
HADAWAY Construction. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
abie Walk tobanks & shop- Johnny Robsnson Rd. Fea- $1,100 759-2105
siding,
ptng Priced to sell mid tures huge custom kitchen, 1983 TOYOTA Tercel 5sp
Remodeling, vinyl
wnno root coating
vinyl replacement win970's Call for appt loaded with cabinets s cen- hatchback Runs but needs
Evenocs vinyl unoerpinning
lifetime warranty
dows, vinyl flooring.
753-4359
ter island with Jen-Air muffler. $600 or best offer
•
436-2052.
K ROM unoorpinning.
CART.ERIBURY delight' Fangs. 3 large bedrooms, 3 759-1552 762-6499
Doors. windows, metal
JIM'S Garden Service.
Beautifully lanscaped in- full baths, formal living 1985 MAZDA RX7 GSLsong, floor repair.
Gardens- breaking, dislevel home features family roam plus lamily room
SE, leather interior, pive,
WOW armaoa
king,
tilling. Lawns- seeding
room with fireplace, formal Many more areenntes. Call Feb, sun roof, tinted winair conditioning
& fertilizing new or existing.
dining room, large kitchen, for private showing Profes- dows, whale tail fins, sharp'
Blade work & bush'
breakfast' area combine- sional Real Estate, 753-9365.
Phone (502) 492-8488
hogging. Reasonable
hon. 3 bedhlloma & a office 759-1591 The Home Of
1986 CHEVETTE, a/c,
rates. 753-3413.
Hwy. 641
or ifth bedrodin, laundry Prbfessional Service
shopt to utility area, nicely SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath, automatic transmission.
N. Hazel *
*
KITCHEN CABINET REdeobrated inside with many with great flowing lay out, 759-1332.
FACING. Make your old.-'more amenities Lots of beautiful kitchen: breakfast 1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
11 1 1 A 1. Hauling, new again with Formica. All
M
This
And Save For A Handy Reference)
(CHp
closet space. Call Profes- room, seperate dining auto, sun roof, average mi- 1 1
colors, free estimates.
sional Real. Estate. room Tots of sixtrat: touri= leage,' $11,200 excellent moving,dean-up, odd jobs,
Wulff's Recovery, Murrly,
removal,
trimming,
tree
tree
759-1591 The Home QJ try cluti view Call for your - cO.ndition. 502-.188-2511
yard mowing, mulch haul- KY. 436-5560_ '
ProfessiOnal-Service.
appointment today. after 6prii.
ing. Clean up sheet rock I -BACKHOE SERVICE
ELECTFIKAL CONTRA9JORS
GATESBROUGH Subdivi- 7512905, 753-7536.
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 4dr. other, building materials. BRENT ALLEN septic tank
Commercial & Residential • Licensed a Insured
sion. 2 story. 4br. 2 baths.
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
excellent condition, hwy mi- Free estimates. Tim Lamb. installation, repair, replaceJames C. Gallimore, Owner
gas. ceiling. lens, gas fire- Days Per Week
leage, $4,200. For more 436-5744.
Deensed SMART m0uSE Insla•••
AselioNmen
ment. 759-1515.
dace large decks with ga• Norio Automation
information call 753-3904 1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree
Motorcycles
• zip°, living room, dining
BACKHOE Service - ROY
808 CiAdwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835
or 753-6583.
• trimming, tree removal,
room den, play room,large
350 WARRIOR, good 1988 BLACK, Honda Pre- cleaning out sheds, attics; HILL. Septic system, drive'987
game room Over 4000
ways, hauling,foundations,759-9954
-„RON
lude SI, sun-roof plus many odd jobs, & Will haul & etc. 759-4664.
!oral' feet Lots of extras, condition
Mary Broeringmeyer
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Walnut cabinets. Conan 1992 YAMAHA Seca II other extras, $5,900 spread mulch. Free estiCentral Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
mates 436-5744 Luke. LARRY'S SMALL ENbaths. Walnut staircase & sport bike tiAetalic black, 436-f778
uce
Snervice Instaileon
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
c
wpm Eledncal
Call for an appointment
_...!upstairs, and morel Call for 4cyc. .only 1,9XX miles,- 1988 BLACK BMW 325, Lamb. Ii
experience. Riding mowsed Gas
hant
appointment 753-5946 *or very sharp,: ftigmets inaround-mowing,
11
1st
ALL
5sp. pew, -Power sunroof,
••
' 753-5940
-cluclecf $36:0 W06713,500 $8,700. Call 753-0017 Or trimming, tree removal. Joe ers, push • mowers, chain
Murray, KY
(502) 435-4699
saws, or weed-eaters. Any
. firm 753-241 ,
436-2867. 362-0057..
_HOUSE an acreage
make or model. Serviced or
'753-1300, leave-message. 1993 SUZUKI Katsina 600, 1988 TOYOTA Corolla, 1 1 1 A all around mowing, • repaired.. Reasonable
-9 am 16prrir 4897,2 1 1 6: 4 7XX Miles, new back Mauve. deluxe model with- trimming,' hauling. Mark rates. Free .estimates,
"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding a
7pm-10pin.
tires, excellent condition, air, p/s, p/b/ automatic 436-2528
,prompt dependable serSeptic Tanks, Sewers i Hauling
$4 300obo.4892814 after transmon-rain/fm,70xxx
s, Windows. Door Track & Trolleys, and Insulation
gyaran-'-,
Satisfaction
vice.
%NEED help for-riewn- pay, 2 ALL round custom tree teed. 492-8437.
, for Meal Buildings
_
5pm
Call • Us Anytimemiles.
,$4700.
759-1808.
ment? Owner will consider
_
•
-wtrunmers hedges remoVal
Butterworth
Rd
(Hwy. 299)
(Mice trs02) 489-2722
partial financing. Quiet 1,993 SUZUKI_DR250
--t989 CAMARO-.RS: light hauling, etc_ 4yrs ex- LICENSED for electric end
Murray, KY -42071
Home ;502,; 489-2724
-home within 10 --mrleroieeTil dirt titIttf7 excellent','71XXX miles, p/s, atitir' perience, free estimates: gas, 753-7203Murray *Features 3 large condition. $2,500 et*cl trans, --tilt'. cruise, one' 436-2102 ask for Mathew.
LIGHT hauling, tree- trimbedfooMS. Zjull baths, Intl- 763-eff07
owner, like new,-$7,000.
At, Al's hauling, yard work, ming & removaft-Pall
ing room, dining room, loi&
Dan & Sue Webb Licensed Dealer
759-4958._ • •
tree removal, mowing. Free 753-2320, ask for Dpi.
of closet space...2-attacheda .11
90
Rt.
5 Yarbrougsja Rd.
r
Murray, Ky,
garages priced aP$85,080.1989 MAXIMA SE, 5sp,- estimates. 759-1683.
'Cr3
" Used
All Types -of Refurie Service
MULCH-- delivered. Murray
- AI
Call
For
Catalog
Or
Infp
.rmation
• Don't mtsS out On this one.
.isiteribr,
roof,
leather
sun
Cars
Al Tree Service..Stump 436-5560.
'
1-800-585-6033
- Call Profession Real Eslow ,mileage,' new tires, alt removal and spraying. Free
'CONSTRUCTION:
Bud Stewart, Route Manager
< tate. 759-1591. The Horne 1980 OLDS Deld-88,$500 -maintenance records avail- estimates. 436-2247, or RILEY
Remodeling: additions.
Of Professional Service.
able. 759-9800 days or 492-8737.
759-4588
porches, decks, carports,
.753-1457 after 6prn.
Al tree..trimming & light vinyl sidingS trim, roofing,
16V
1992
EAGLE
Talon,
„Jr
hat,iling,..,„paul Lamb garages, trim-vie:irk fram4cyl,•50.-lbacted, 436-2102.
HILL MORSE
ing. Phone 502-489.2907.
• excellent condition, new
St.42408
S 44ainKy
Qinvw
309spr
tires, 40,X1X miles, 'AIR C- onditioning. Ron Hari CARPORTS ,for cars and
_QUALITY WORK Al.- FAIR -PRICES
._
•
- (502) 797-2808
$10,000 obo; 1 owner. Healing, Cooling and trucks. Special sizes -for
-Piew-tris-• Struts itilgnmeqts
-502-.-753-66 1 -3 "after Elpdfric Co: Servkm, unit motor home, boats, RVs
5:30prn.
replacement and complete and etc. Excellent protec• Brakes_.
ChAnges & Lutps
Licensed gas in- tion, high quality, excellent
•
Wrecker
Service
• Shocks
-up&Delivery
+spy Appointerver -7113-104•FREECer
staller. Phone 435-4699.
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
Routine Service Work • Suspensian_ Repair
Motonog volanendent
VEHICLES UNDER $2001
Cars auctioned by IRS,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- CARROLL'S, custom garTOUCIRESS AUTOMATIC
Does Your. Policy Pay 100%
408 N. 4th St. VISA-MC • (502) 753-6779
DEA, P81 nationwide.
niture repair
custom den titling, bushhogging
Owners Kimber & Jimmy Joe Hale
of
the
Deductibles?
Trucks, boats, motor- .. woodworking 753-8056.
Murray
ItScCErTEE2, (502) 753-8346
box grader, blade work.
1301 N. 12th St• U.S. Hwy.641-N.• Murray. KY 42071
homes, computers, and
Free estimates. Gerald
MEDICARE
morel Calf Toll Free'
•,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS_ Carroll. 502-492-8622.
SUPPLEMENT
1(800)436-6867 Ext. A-1801
Factory trained by 3 major
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medimanufacturers., All work • CHIM Chim Chimney'
care does:not pay. $676 on part A;6100 on Part B.
and parts warranted. Ask Sweeps has 10% senior
Call me for more information.
for Andy it The Appliance citizen discounts, We sell
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
Works, 753:2455.
chimney caps and screens.
Vans
435-4191.
p.m.
APPLIANCE - SERVICE.
1987 GMC mini-van, 4.3 Kenmore, Westinghouse, COUNTERTOPS,'custom
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOStWOODWOBKING
'V-6, loaded, sharp. 1979 Whirlpool.-'30, years ex- Homes; trailers, offices.
Ford F100 XLT pick-up, pefience. BOBBY Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
All Typist Of:
6oyc, a/c, automatic, dean, HOPPER, 436-5848.
436-5560
Custom Woodworking
or
-HT-owner. 753-2370.
and
FREE to good home. Male PLUMBING repairman with
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
same day service. Call- & female, long & short
500
Ask for Karen or Tonya.
haired kittens. 753-2861.
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
Used
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broad)
Trucks
ROCKY- COLSON Home SEAMLESS gutters inResidential
Seri'leeMASTER
753-5940
1992 F150 FLARESIDE.---Repair." Roofing, siding, stalled, residential Or comconmercial,
Serval!
Gutter
Co.
plumbing,
painting,
c
hrbu
uisttecntil4
tX0v
4, -p/8s,t.ipibuto„
•
Secoc Tank
•Y"'"----..‘•
COaunerclal Janitorial Services
Plng
•
crete., Free estimates. Call 753-6433.
air,
•Radiart Floor Maintenance 'Carpet Maintenance Programa
it
Sales
474-2307.
Installation
pdf, electric mirrors, stereo
SHEETROCK'hMsMng,
'Upholstered Furntiure
Service
'Janitorial Services
& Repair
caMette & more. 28,XXX CUNNINGHAM'S Heating textured " oéilings.. Larry
Riddle
Edward
J.
semon,
KY
miles. $16,750 obo. and Cooling Service. Com- Chrisman. 492-8742.
Maybeid KY
1-800-5992790
- Ilc No. 6844
3445-2790
436-5866.
plete installation and ser- SUPERIOR Mobile Body
Gary
at
1983 FORD Ranger, vice. Call
Wash. We will -Wash
$2,000 obo 436-2528 759-4754.
houses, motble _homes, all
Mark
boatt, all fan% oripeent
Div. of Phone Center of Murray
- -1987 GMC 915. Picktiip--,- BACKHOE Service, com- Steam' cleaning8: tendavailable.
3yrs
exblasting
commercial
septic
Residential
plete
foundations,
88,XXX miles, 4cyl, 4sp,
Weeks)
(Minimum
13
'Caller 1.D.
-Telephone Systems
new motor, $1,800 obo. systems R.H.Nesbitt, Ma- perience.. 753-0039 or
sonry. Phone 492-8516, 753-9548.
-Phone- Jacks
,.intercom Systems
759-1884, 753-9773. •
pager 762;7221.
-Telephones
:Paging Systems
• SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
1989 RANGE Rover,
Removal.
Insured
with
full
Info
On
Hold
•
Voice Mail
Plumbing
Repair
BOB'S
CAPS • JACKETS • TRUCK SIGNS
70,XXX miles, 9_16,500.
Service. All work guaran- line of equipment. Free esFax Machines
753-3647.
753-2378
382-2306
753-1134 or timates. Day or night,
teed
Any Tine 01 Business Communication
Rt. 2 Box 27 • Murray, KY 42071
1994 CHEVY S-10, teal
753-5484
436-5832,
Ne,Job Is Too Big Or Too &rig, We Can Do It All
(502)759-1802 or (800) JI4C-AVN3(542-2827)
green, 5sp, air, am/fm casHelen Cain
Jams' H. Cain
sette, 2,6XX miles, $9,500
Tors feel no poise when you buy from Cain'
or assume loan. 753-0495
leave message.

V

s

Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For
$5.00 per week -(13 week ,minimum

11:

DIAL--- 753-1916

_

04'lliftte'rt Eltetric

CAMP

MURRAY 753-9224

HALL

Dr.

Chiropractor

... ... .. .

. . ..
=

753-2962 -

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

f

. •••

••••'^••

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO..

r

-

759-4685

Commercial Waste
Disposal
-4*

Jim Barna -Log Ironies

436-5095

MORSE
Iiorseshoeing,

II (1

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

CALWASH,

•-••-

oil

INSURANCE

r

Lou V. McGary

•

753-7890 8 a.m.-8

Poison Control
753-7588

Ii

IDDLE
PLUMBING

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only'10 per, week?
Divil ns3.s9./Z
ii'wsit,ttv.Iliz

wa

Call 1-800-524-7008 -

Expand your.profit$
with a -quality .
SIGN.

Purchase Area Communicatioos

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!

Only%oo Per Week
Call 753-1916

WOOD WORKS -"""ci

ign

JHC Advertising & Supply

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

gro'VEL
•/MG

510

HOROSCOPES
Campers

6, 1044

WEI"
. ESDAY,JULY
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

1982 ALJO-ALY 26h selfcontained 2dr tandem, roof
air. refrigerator, twin beds,
rear bath, awning. Price
negotiable. 502-753-8284.

I ‘..,20toNti PtiC.-/bUC f5

520
(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

- Boats
Maton

-

1970 MERCURY outboard
motor, 1351ip, 6550 obo.
753-7658

William Duncan
Building Contractor

••••

1987-ASTROGLASS, 1811,
150hp Johnson
489-2240

$61300.

-a*

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267
'1 •
gonttpliethi
•••

Authorized
BRIGGS t STRATTON
and ICOHLER
Service Cana

ssisin

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, ftY 42071'
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

1989 TRACKER Tournamon' TX, 70hp Evinrude,•
bought new in 1990 at
$8,995. Garage kept, uSed
less than 10 times, offers
accepted at 436-2054,
753-2339. •
1994 TIGERSHARK waverunner, brand 'new, E-Z
rider trailer & cover,$4,900.
Cell - 753-9653 between
8am.-7pm, business phone.

Across from Southern ,States
a

753-0342

CLASSIFIED

753-2925

USED boats, motors, balers & salvage parts for sale.'
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

remark could be misundersiood.
Apologize immediately. Teamwork
will bring you closer to a major
financial or career goal. Keep any
promises you made to mate or partTODAY'S CHILDREN: These youngsters' zest for life will wax and
ner.
wane like the moon. They want to believe The best about people and will be
VIRGO (Aug. 2,3,-Sept. 22):
cruelly disappointed if someone lets them down. These Canceriens' own
Group activities are favored. Think
sensitivity makes them keenly aware of other people's needs and vulnerabilabout your long-range objectives,
ities. -Once they reach adolescence, they will become eager to get out into
then ration your time and energy.
"the real world." Quick-wined and resilient, these independent types are cerLuck will play an important role in
tain they can handle any challenge. The ideal job will include a fair amount
advancing a romantic interest.
of travel:A change of scenery is the best pick-me-up they can imagine!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If
your workload increases, your payI To prdef a resised and updated copy of kanc Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever- lloss Astrology Cm Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,".send 58.95 plus SI postage and handling
check may soon get larger. Try to
to Dixon../e Andrew< and M.Meei. P.O. Her 41042. Kansas City, MO, 64141. Make checkS'payablelo
find a quiet place to work when
Andrela• and McMcel
...... `dealing with financial figures. Be
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE in authority. Yon
ready
willing to pay top dollar for expert
advice.
NEXT YEAR: The larger the orgato take the plunge.
nization you work with, the greater
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
your chances for getting nationwide
Some hopes you- have harbored
Be on the lookout for interesting
employment opportunities. A family
publicity. Think big! Bold and innobecome reality now. Do not try to
vative ideas will boost your income
uish things. An imaginative, subtle
friend may give you a valuable lead.
and prestige. Moving to another. city
approach will move you forward. A
If you get the job, treat this pal to
or state is a 'real option early, in
short business -trip could prove surlunch!
phsingly lucrative.
1995. Married couples draw closer
together when they join forces to
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20):
make the best Of an 'unexpected 'Your enthusiasm for a certain project wanes when you see the advanopportunity. Do not act like an Amateur in business or finance'. Seek
tages of an alternative plan. WinItgai advice before Signing con- ning the support of the public should
tracts.
be your top priority.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Tiflis DATE: baseball, player You are in,ran excellent position to
Willie _Randolph. singer Della
score points with those in- authority.
Reese, actress Allyce Beasley. the
Letters sent now will bring *We
14th Dalai I.ama.
results you seek. Your deepest feelARIES(March 2 I -April 19): ings about romance are beginning to
Business affairs progreSs nicely if
emerge.
Tin lima demands at* Made on those
LEO (July 28-Aug..22): A casual

SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
21): Friends could play a Major role
in your financial fortunes. Make
optimal use of your time and
resources. A secret agreement can
be finalized very quickly.
CAPRICORN (b-e.c. 22-fan.
19): A change in a professional or
personal relationship is inevitable.
Act on your priorities. A relative or
friend could hold the answer to a
mystery. .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
An important-alliance will be tested. Bide your time where a complicated
romance is concerned. Your independentstreak may put you at odds
with another headstrong individual.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Recognize your limits and avoid
taking on more than you can handle.
Relaxing at home with a good book
or video may be more fun than
going out tonight.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency

530

Seretese
Offered
D I D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

, TODAY IN HISTORY

•

ried July 1 at Seventh atkTfroplar
June 24.
Ten years ago
Church of Christ.
Twerity ygars ago
After nearly 100 years of servThirty years ago
Margaret Franklin has been
ing the Hamlin community, the
Hamlin Post Office has been named ai --ne*---s-upeiwiser -of - -lobe- Warren --Dwww7--42;
drowned July 4 in the waters of..
ordered closed temporarily - instruction for Murray City
' _Ksotucky Lake after iL,toat he
and perhabs permanently - by School Systern,
was in capsized.
Installed as Officers of Murray
the U.S. Postal Service.
Sandy Lilly, daughter •faf Mt.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lar- Civitan Club at an interclub
and Mrs. G.T. Lilly of Murray.
ry Cherry on Kentucky 280 near meeting at Paducah were Wayne
Williams,- Don Alley. Reiman. a has accepted a position as psyEast Elementary School, was
chiatric aide at Moccasin Bend
Wilson, Leonard -Elzie, Reldon
damaged by fire on July 3.
anJ.H.
State Elospital, Chattanooga.
Welch
Paul
Norsworthy,
.
CheerSchool
Murray High
Tenn., (or the summer m_ontlis.
leaders are Deidre Daugherty, Nix.
-•
of'
She is:a junior at Murray Slat
Journal
annual
second
The
Nunnally,
Timmy Barli3w, Alicia
College.
Bekah Brock, Shannon Christo- Jackson Purchase Historical SociRecent births reported at Murpher, Gaye Latimer, Kim Greene.. ety has been released and is now
Huong Dinh and Greer Houston, available to members of the - ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Carroll, a boy
varsity; Mandee McCarty, Amy group,- according to Wilson
to Mr. and. Mrs. James R. HarriAsbridge, Buffy Fitti, Lee Hal- Gantt, president .of 250. Member
son,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
comb, Leslie Foster, Mitzi Bog- organization.
Holke, and a.girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis McCuisgess, Melissa Gray, Tisha Morris
and Mist.. McCutchen, junior ton ,o1!ere married for 50 years on • BObbY West.
Elder 'Avery Land will be _
July 4.
varsity.
Deborah Elizabeth Cherry and . speaker at a series of gospel
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Price
meetings at Lone Oak Primitive
were married for 50 years on Ronnie Noel - McNutt were mar-

By The Associated Press
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African author (19(14:1988). .

89-2724
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By GARY LARSON

PI-LifrASER 6er
outt PIPE UNCLOSGEO?

1,413
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high-socks, and I have yet'to be
xefused entrance to any hotel or
restaurant.-- ,
-Female-attire: howi40•erz•-•
•—
nntirely.
diffetenrsiory.-It can be___
from-next- to nothing, to a complete
cover-up. Many,years ago, I was '
invited to a •forhial dinner at the _home_of a-friend azi,the Avenue
• Fekti in Paris. The required dress:
white-tie and kid gloves.
A M09*-Vba-Fillilig- young lady- arrived Wearinga jeweled necklace,
and•ruby,-and diamond anklets.
That was 111. She may have worn
sandals, but I honestly do not '
remember. .
-PIERW6YRBELL-REE11,

METAIR1E-LA-

i3-6779
i3-8346

'- DEAR ABBY: How do you han- dle the following situation? If you
are at a large gathering (fir example, a church tea), and someone,
, approaches you, and you knowyou
have seen her before but-can't ,
remember-her name ... what should
you do?. I hate to come.right out and a-sic
a person what his or her name is. .
, OFTEN STUMPED

CALVIN and HOBBES
141 T\1 sic)(.1

BIG DEAL ABOJT
DINNER?! WM CAN'T I GO
L..OT
WATC-N
PEOPLE WATO4 TV WALE
"MEV EAT.'

ilillktOlrE

IS STARTING
I'lA MISSING
S-140V;I:

;ea
for
k?

CkLNIIN MAWR IS NC_ OK
RING THE Dfsi -nok •
T1
SET ASIDE
MO TALK. 'MERE'S PORE TO
BE.MG A CAWIli 114AN JUST
LIVING IN THE SAME 1400SE
WE REEDIT) 1t4TERKT ONCE

Oh,ye:Jah7 Welt You don, t
!,Ziosv wh.d ey;,5 p

,
DEAR STUMPED: Etiquette

IN A VANALE

expert Letitia Baldrige recommends honesty combined with a
touch of flattery.
Say, "I'm terribly embarrassed; you look like a very
important person someone I
should know,but I can't remember-your name."
I assure you, you will have
your answer immediately - '
and there will be no hard feelings.

The ultimate gopher insult
IL
kCATHY
cAN'T 1
WHEW
'
BELIEut at iD
TriAT TO OultSEAS IVAN,

ME EITHER /1 rHA, HA! I
Kw,Boy! WAS BOHNCWe Off
I WAS

WIRED!

14ALLS1

rAtIO THEN
r I WAS
CLIMBING. -.1-4:NtSHED!
WASTED !!
OW THE

KW

r HOO,KA!
COMPLETEN
WASTED!!

CROSSWORDS

BRAVADO:

FLIPPED
OUT rt A CUP Of
COFFEE WITH CAfFEIN.

4.910 OfT5./Pion

, 0E11.106 !!
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-41'Myself
42 Like a swami')
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PEANUTS
DEAR LORD,THANK
YOU FOR THESE
PANCAKES..AMEN!

.
.
4i 11

iC2

NO ONE CAN
ACCUSE YOU
°F VAIN
REPETITIONS,
CAN THEY,51R?

THE PANCAKES WERE
6ETTINE, COLD...
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myself becoming nervous during intimacy because of the fear of being infect-

I

LIFE SPRINGING'
FROMTHE &RUMP!

THE COUNSELOR WANTS
YOU TO LEAD IN OUR
BREAKFAST PRAYER,,SIR
7/
,

•

recently graduated from college and is
now employed as an RN. I've-noticed
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

that he uses.every precaution taught'in
•
school and incorporates those that the
- 56 Go in
hospital imposes. Are my fears irraainer —
rtc
ea
ntm
Eu
57 s
tional? Are health care workers at a
higher risk than the rest of the popula28 Went fast
tion?
DOWN.'
30 Skinny-fishes
tO 1994 United Feature Syndicate
7-5
1 Former boxer
31 N. of Mass.
DEAR READER: I won't term your
.2
_ 2 -Moines. .
32 Part of a
10 -de Janeiro fears "irrational," but they are probably
6 Symbol for
serial
unwarranted. Most hospitals have strict
11 Mal de —
thallium
3 Slow
34 Can. province
regulatidhs regarding patients' bodily
16 Workers'
, 7 Winter
creatures
35 Screwball
assn.
-fluids. If your husband is meticulous in
garment
4 Face of clock
37 PBS science
18 Indian tent
'8 Units of time
following the appropriate protocols, you
5 Exclamation
program 20 Impressive
9 Stick (to).
of disgust
38 Motorists org
trid he should have no worries.
21 Short twists
true
It's
hospital
are
that
workers
at
Like
22 "SOme
10 11
9
8
7
4
6
5
higher risk of contracting HIV,the virus
3
2
that -causes-AIDS;-this-is because the
23 Rotate
4
13
12
25 Of arm bone - very nature of patient/provider contacts
26 Literary work is such that professionals are more like118
III 16
28 Neighbor of
ly than is the general popuiabori-to be
15•
Fr.
to the virus.
exposed
bird
Peaceful
20
29
19
However, HIV infection in hospital
32 Using thriftily
1111
personnel is very infrequent and is
33 Howard —
24
25 28
23
22
21
unlikely due to direct contact with
Silva
MEMili
iii
36-Musical _
patients. The majority acmes involving
28
27 . 1111
instruments
HIV transmission from patient to careRemove
38
34
33
32
giver are due to inadvertent sticks with
moisture from
31•
contaminated instruments or from
Balance
40
3Er
36
35
improperly used procedures, such as
42 — aline
44 Trimmed, like not being gowned and gloved: If your
$1
39
husband adheres to accepted policy, he
a lawn
• 111
45 Champagne should have no problems.
5
4
4
4
49
• bucket
DEAR DR GOTT'. I recently read an
46 Donkey
50
49
article about medicine's best kept
48 47
47 Pair
46URU
secret. What can you tell me about
48 Imitate
54
.
51
chelation therapy?'
49 "I think.
therefore
DEAR READER: Chelation.therapy
•
55
is not medicine's best kept secret; in
SO Onefact, it's not a secret at all: Chelation is-time
standard treatment for\heavy metal poi53 That thing
soning such as lead or arsricl, but it
does not cure arthnUs. aging, heart disease. and the plethora of other ailments
claimed by its proponents.
During the procedure. a compound
(usually EDTA)is injected into a vein; it
qgrulates and binds to the toxic metal,
alter which it is excreted. No valid setentitle study has ever proved that this
therapy retards arteriosclerosis or
cures any disease
21 tric weight
.
23
24 Opening in a
foundry mold
27 That thing's
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Baptist Church in Calloway
County.
Forty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Eldridge of Rt. 1, Almo,
was destroyed by fire on July 2.
Susan Syndergaard was honored at a going away party by
Nancy McCuiston at her home.
Miss Syndergaard and her family
are moving to Taylorsville, Ill.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Fenton.
Ann ,Chrisman and John Stanley Shekon were married June 26
at First .Baptist Church,
Owensboro.
Mrs. Lena Watkins-of Glearwater, Fla., has been,. visiting relatives here.
Martha Hughes and Sue Hughes have returned home after a two
weeks vacation at points in Florida, North earolina and Virginia.

Today,is Tuesday, July 5, the 186th day of 1994. There are 179
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: •
On July 5, 1935, President Roosevelt signed the National Labor
Relations Act, which provided fdr-4sNational Labor Relations Board
and authorized labor to organize kir the purpose of collective
bargaining.
On this date:
-in 1801, American naval hero- David G. Farragut was born in Knoxville, Tenn, .
In 1810, shoi(man Phineas T. Barnum was born in Bethel, Conn.
In 1811. Venezuela became the first South American country to
declare independence from Spain.
In 1830, the French occupied the North African city of Algiers.
In 1954; 40 years ago, Elvis Presley's first commercial recording
session took place at Sun Records in Memphis. Tenn.; the sdng he
recorded was "That's All Right (Mama)."
In 1975, Arthur Ashe became the first black man to win 4 Wimbledon singles title as he defeated Jimmy Connors. Althea Gibson -was
the first black-player to win at Wimbledon, in 19Th
In 1975, the Cape Verde Islands officially.became independent after
500 years of Portuguese -rule.
199I. a worldwide fiiiiiiicilt--scandat-erupted-when-regalators in
eight countries tuft- down the Bank of Credit and .Commerce
-te
DEAR ABBY
International. • excluTen years ago: The Supreme Court weakened the 70-year-old
DEAR --.ABBY: Times have ing in Europe: Over the past 75 DEAR JEAN ANN.HOBISON:
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the
sionary rule,. deciding_ that evidence sgi_zgl. with _defc,ctivc _Qom_ war- '
your letter, I - -changed! In 1092; I was allowed years, I have noted many Changes
receiving
After
husband
her
thought
who
woman
rants could be usod. against defendants in criminal trials.
Dame in dress. I remember helping'my
should weer trousers instead of consulted my travel agent, who into Ste. Chapelle and Notre
Five years ago Former National Security Council aide Oliver North ,eborUwidle vacationing
-ti Europe: -*aids-"Year& ago there was a _ in Paris., and also into various father button his spats -- in the
restauranks. museums and cathe- days when Informal" meant "slack
- received a $150,000,fine and a suspended _prison term as a judge senDuring the past 10'years, mye -dresii code, but not todt. Howtenced hlm.for his Iran-Contra convictions. His convictions -were later husband andl have vacationed in - ever, in Rome,they st: do not drals. in- shirts and polo shirts dur- fie."
Still, I
Now;during the summer, a shirt.
overturned. England, France, Austriat-Switzer- permit halter tops,in heuses of ing the sweltering summers.
the Tour and no jacket is the-typical dress ininto
get
to
try
wouldn't
most
because
Also,
wofiihip.
during
Hungary
Genriameand
. One year ago: A Unjted Nations team left Iraq after tryingjor more land,
Eiffel restaurant without stacks, even three-star restaurants. But.
Europeans consider dining'But
than a month to persuade the Baghdad government to altow-survek the hot stunmernionths.--'
something special:flat bet- jacket and tie.(Some-orthe better - one rule hirtnat changed with time: be
-to
walking
worn
both
have
We
lance cameras at two former missile test sites. "Presiden't Clinton.left
restaurants and some eathedrals One must always be neat and clean.
shorts (not short shorts, jogging ter restaurants-require-a tie
Washington for a Group of-Seven summit in Japan:, • ...
will lend _those who need them a
The British have always recogwhich
p.m.,
5
after
jacket
and
have
once
ancluot
shorts orcutoffs),
nized trbpical dress: Their summer
Todays- Birthdays: Actress Shirley Knight is 57. Julie'Nixon Eisen- we been cloned admittan e to-an -makes their dress code even jacket and tie.)
RECENT TRAVELER
- hotver is 46. Rock star Huey Lewis is 43. Baseball pitcher.Rich _ -museum or church. However,-we stricter than that of the
0 - ,military:uniforms are thort pant.
''.----with-krienlength sockarWhen I go
i—
-Church."
'
nter-two
e
.f'_"Goose" Gossage
to
allowed
not
were
43. • •
•
•
•
*4*
- cycle touring in Edropeuf wear _ -2-._ .
- • Thought for Today: The tragedy is not that things are broken. The --churches because our heads were ----Readers: Two more-letters -•
white short pants and white lwee.
.from those who sided wittit-She ,
'
tragedy is that thee are "'not mended again." --• Alan -Paton, South not covered!
DEAR ABBY: With-regard to
•

69-272i
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This is the Sale you have waited for!!!
We carry high quality name brand furniture at low,low, discount prices. --

_
a

All Dining Rooms Will Be
Sale Priced plus 3 Years
FREE Financing

Large Bench Craft Sectional
with Double Recliners
only

$988

„

Large Selection
of Quality
Bedroom Furniture

_

BEST PRICES IN TOW
• AREA •_SURANINSD.
MICK WITH US
wont YOU lU

JUST,A SHORT DRIVE
PROW WHERE YOU
ARE. EASY TERMS.
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